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I. Introduction

In its original form this paper was a Master' s thesis, submitted
to a committee consisting of Dre. Ronald L. Olson, Robert F. Heizer and
Erhard Rostlund. To these men I wish to express my gratitude for their
generous aid and guidance in the preparation of the thesis and, ultimate-
ly,this present paper.

The major part of the region of Alaska facing the Pacific-Ocean has
been covered at various times in the past by vast sheets of glacial ico.
Even today large areas of this section of Alaska are covered by extensive
glacier systems. In most cases, however, these systems are on the re-
treat and are thus freeing new land areas, which are becoming covered,
through a successional trend, by vegetation characteristic of the region.
This floral advance permits concomitant and subsequent faunal advances.
The process of faunal/floral adjustment to the changing environment in
this region began with the retreat of the great mass of ice which cov-
ered the land areas at the time of maximum glaciation. Man, as an ele-
ment in the faunal assemblage, has shared in this advance upon those
once ice-covored regions of Alaska facing the Pacific Ocean.

Studies in glacial geology and allied fields during the last 50
years have demonstrated the complexities of the various glacial advances
and retreats which have occurred in Alaska in the past. The geological
ovents concerning glaciation as noted for southwostern and southeastern
Alaska have been equated, for the most part, with similar events in
other areas of Alaska and other regions of the world. These studies
have provided a chronology of glacial geological events, which are of
necessity closely involved with any consideration of the aboriginal occu-
pation of the Pacific Coast region of Alaska.

It is the purpose of this paper to utilize the data presented by
anthropology in conjunction with those presented by such disci.plines as
glacial geology, ecology, palynology, climatology, and Vrulcanology, in
an attempt to determine when it was first possible for human beings to
occupy the Pacific Coast region of Alaska. Some students have questioned
the possibility of ancient native habitation in this region, because of
the apparent recency of glaciation, especially in southeastern Alaska.
(de Laguna, 1953, p. 57).

Archaeological evidence currently provides a longer history of ab-
original occupation for the Aleutian-Kodiak-Cook Inlet region than for
southeastern Alaska. The climate of the latter region may have been rc-
cently, and for a long period in the past, of such a nature as to inhib-
it effective habitation of the area by aboriginal groups. Archaeolog-
ical sites which could be considered as exhibiting an antiquity of more
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than a few hundred. years are at present unknown in southeastern Alaska.
However, this may be due to the fact that there have been very few arch-
aeological excavations and no intensive site surveys. The luxuriance of
the vegetation and the rough terrain (consisting of innumerable bays, in-
lets, fiords, and waterways) make archaeological site survey quite diffi-
cult. This condition may be contrasted with the Kodiak-Aleutian region,
which is for the most part untimbered. Here the terrain is not only
more suitable for the successful observation and recording of archaeolog-
ical sites, but the nature of the sites themselves is such that they may
be located with ease. These untimbered sites, composed primarily of mol-
luscan and sea mammal remains and similar kitchen refuse, may extend over
an area of five to ten acres or more, with a depth of as much as thirty
feet. They often may be recognized at a glance during surface or aerial
suiarvey by vegetational differences or by the numerous house pits dotting
thleir su.faces. (Bank, 1953a, pp. 246-248, 263). Finding sites pre-
sents a very different and more difficult problem in southeastern ALaska
than in the Aleut:ians or on Kodiak Island, particularly for those sites
which might be more than 500 or 1,000 years old. Vegetational differ-
ences, howeve-r, as indicated by Drucker (1943, pp. 114-215) for sites on
the Nothwest Coast, way play a significant role in future archaeological
site survers in southeastern Alaska. The apparent reluctarnce of conifers
to reclaim abandoned habitation sites seems to be usef'ul in recording the
more recent cultural deposits but not,unfortunately, the more ancient
sites, which ultimately become overgrown by forests.

The following section of this paper is a brief synthesis of past and
recent archaeological accomplishmonta in that region of Alaska with which
the paper is concerned. It is believed that this section, despite its
brevity, is a necessary adjunct to the rest of the paper, as it provides
a certain cultural base-line for the present investigation.

II. Archaeological Summary

Although the Aleutians have received greater archaeological atten-
tion than southeastern Alaska, no definitiave work has yet appeared for
the fonv)r region. Scientific archaeological investigations in both
southwestern and southeastern Alaska are yet in their infancy. Spaulding
(1953) has presented an excellent summary of the status of Aleutian arch-
aeology in whlich he points out that what is known of the archaeology of
that region is the result of the investigat.ions of Dall, Jochelson,
Hrdli-ka, and Lauzhlin. Dall' s (1877) work led him to suggest a sequence
of thrne sucCessive periods, the firob having a durati.on of 2,200 years.
Subsequent investi.gation in the Aleutians, however, does not support
Dalil s interpretations.

The archaeological work done by Jochelson (1925) was a substantial
improvement over that of Dall. More careful and detailed work by
Jochrlson 4le;mouistrated that cultural developmerit had occurred, but not
in the strict thrpo-fo1.d manner su,gested by Dall.
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By making physical anthropological observations on the human skel-
etal material recovered in his digging in the Aleutians, Hrdlicka divi-
ded the prehistoric peoples of this region into two groups, the long-
headed Pre-Aleut and the round-headed Aleut. It is interesting to note
that these two divisions of the prehistoric Aleuts are supported in mod-
ified form by Laughlin. Hrdli'cka' s findings are regarded today as of
dubious scientific value (Spaulding, 1953, pp. 30-31).

Laughlint s major investigations have come about through a long-range
coordinated anthropological program in the Aleutians, begun after the war.
His archaeological work has been concerned primarily with the excavation
of a very large and deep habitation site at Nikolski on Umnak Island in
the eastern Aleutians. The radiocarbon date of about 3,000 years (Arnold
and Libby, 1950, p. 13) for the base of the site seemingly attests to the
antiquity of Aleut culture in this region. No final and detailed publication
has yet appeared, so it is difficult to know specifically how Aleut cul-
ture is represented over this span of time at this site. Preliminary pa-
pers by Laughlin (1951; Laughlin and Marsh, 1951) do, however, give some
indications of what is being determined by physical anthropological re-
search in the Aleutians, and by excavations at Nikolski. Laughlin con-
tends that his data support Hrdlicka's belief that the prehistoric Aleuts
consisted of two groups, renamed by Laughlin as Paleo-Aleut and Neo-Aleut.
It is Laughlin' s belief that the Neo-Aleut spread westward along the
Aleutian Chain, replacing the Paleo-Aleut both physically and culturally,
but without any abrupt cultural or physical change. The changes become
less noticeable toward the western end of the Aleutian Islands.

According to both Hrdlicka and Laughlin, the Paleo-Aleut and Neo-
Aleut (Hrdlickal s Pre-Aleut and Aleut) were typified by long and broad
heads respectively. Bank (1953b, p. 45), however, reports that broad-
headed individuals are associated with the earliest levels at Amaknak on
Unalaska Island. The artifact series from Amaknak is considered by Bank
to be early, so there is an apparent association of a type of cranium
thought by Hrdlicka and Laughlin to represent the recent Aleut with arti-
facts considered to be early. This difference will probably be resolved
when recent archaeological work done by Laughlin and by the University of
Michigan Aleutian Expedition is published.

From material salvaged from a mound at Amaknak on Unalaska in the
eastern Aleutians, Quimby (1948) made an analysis of Aleutian art styles
which presents Aleutian culture history as gradually changing and contin-
uous. Cultural elements present do exhibit change, but not simultaneous
change which would give specific and clear-cut periods. The change in
both culture and physical type came about slowly during the total period
of occupation.

Jochelson, Hrdlicka, Laughlin, and Quimby all feel that the culture
history of the Aleutians has been marked by a lack of any sudden breaks
or shifts.
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Theodore P. Bank, II, field director of the University of Michigan
Aleutian Expeditions of 1948-52, has discussed cultural succession in the
Aleutians (Bank, 1953b). After summarizing the past and current status
of archaeology in the Aleutia.ns, he concludes that work has only Just be-
gun on the interpretation of Aleutian prehisto,y. More importantly, he
emphasizes the fact that "it is coilceivable that the prehis;-,O.cic sequences
at one site, no matter how large and ancient that particular aste may be,
do not necessarily reflect the prehistory of the entire Aleutians" (Bank,
1953b, p. 48). He suggests a re-examination of past archaeological data
to learn more about geographical variation of the Aleutian culture, and
a program of work at stratified sites throughout th.e entiro chain of is-
lands. It is his belief that local terms for the local cultural mani-
festations should be utilized instead of the generalized but restricting
terms Paleo-Aleut, Neo-Aleut, and Pre-Aleut.

Under Bank' s direction, since the end of the war, the University of
Michigan Aleutian Expeditions have made archaeological excavations on
Agattu and UTnalaska Islands and, less extensively, at vil)age sites on
Tanaga, Adak, Atka, and TUnnak TIlands. Besides these excavations, burial
cave investigations were made on four islands. Radiocarbon dates and re-
sults of pollen analyses are promised when the work of' this coordinated
projeCt is pablished.

At the Amaknak site at Dutch Harbor on Unalaska Island, Bank found
it "impossible to define any strict cultural periods marked by the syn-
chronous appearance of a nu.mber of artifact types" (Bank, 1953b, p. 45).
During the time this 20-foot-deep site was occupied no abrupt interrup-
tion of developmental trends is observable. He does note important dif-
ferences between individual sites, however, and makes the statement that

--verv important differences in artifact types and styles also appear
in cultural assemblages from presumably contemporary levels on adjacent
islands" (Bank, 1953b, p. 45). Such differences in artifact types are
also expectable, considering the distance of nearly 1,000 miles between
the western and eastern Aleutian islands. Bank remarks on certain cul-
tural differences between the two ends of the chain of islands, and even
between neighboring islands. He also notes a dissimilarity of artifacts
between two sites on Unalaska Island separated by only a few miles of
water. These various differences in cultural manifestations between
sites in the Aleutians may be explained partially by non-contemporan-
eity. Bank feels, however, that the differences must be explained by
geographical variations and maintenance of local traditions. It is for
this reason that he objects to the all-inclusive terms Paleo-Aleut, Neo-
Aleut, and Pre-Aleut for describing cultural remains from individual
sites. As he points out, "Early Atkan and late Atkan, e.g., may or may
not correspond to early Attuan and late Attuan" (Bank, 1953b, p. 49).

On Adak Island Judson (1946) noted cultural remains in the two top
soil zones, overlying deposits of wind-blown sand. He believes that the
deeper deposit suggests considerable antiquity for the cultural remains.
In a following section, dealing with the geology of Adak Island., I give
additional details of this finda. Also below', I haGve suggested that



thu wind-blown sand became stabilized at thu and of a dry period and at
the beginning of a more moist period. From ovidence given in the follow-
ing sections it seems possible that the moist period began about 4,000
years ago. Tho cultural remains in the lower of the two top soil zones
may be about the same age as the lower levels of Laughlin' s site at
Nikolaki on Umnak Island, i.e., about 3,000 years old.

Archaeological exploration of the Alaska peninsula, particularly on
the Pacific side, has been slight and of limited value. Hrdlicka gives a
list and a short description of a number of historic and prehistoric vil-
lages and sites, but gives no other details of archaeological significance
(Erdlicka, 1930, figs. 18-19, pp. 186-190). On the Boring Sea side of the
peninsula E. M. Weyer, Jr. has published on archaeological work done at
Port Moller (Weyer, 1930). Specimens of stone blades and points exhibit-
ing grinding Instead of chipping were quite rare at this site. The inhab-
itants practiced primary and secondary inhumation, and covered the burials
with a red powdor apparently made from an "iron-colored clay" (Weyer, 1930,
p. 262).

Despite some local individualism, the site at Port Moller appears to
be much like sites in the Aleutian Islands. Weyer believes that tho var-
ious lines of evidence "point toward considerable antiquity" for this vil-
lage site (Weyer, 1930, p. 277).

Hrdlicka notes the location of 13 sites on Afognak, Spruce, and Ko-
diak Islands (Hrdlicka, 1930, fig. 17, pp. 184-186) and coments on his
excavations at Uyak Bay on the north side of Kodiak (Erdlicka, 1939; 1944).
Through his explorations on Kodiak, Hrdlicka determined to his satisfac-
tion that an early long-headed population was replaced by a more recent
round-headed group, as he has claim d for the Aleutians. These two dif-
fering groups of people were termed Pre-Koniag and Koniag. Hrdlicka, how-
ever, never presented a detailed account of his archaeological excavations
*on Kodiak, so the prohistoric cultures are relatively unknown for this is-
land.

Until tho work by de Laguna (1934), the Cook Inlet region was unknown
archaeologically. Through her excavations there, she was able to present
threo stages of cultural developmont: Kachemak Bay I, II, and III. The
earliest stage, Kachemak Bay I, is tentatively dated by de Laguna as ter-
minating ca. 500 A.D. She reports that the basic pattern of Kachemak
Bay III, with local modifications, also occurs at Prince William Sound,
and on Kodiak Island, the Alaska Peninsula, and the Aleutian Islands (de
Laguna, 1947, p. 11). It is also her belief that Kachemak Bay II is pre-
sent in these neighboring areas. Kachemak Bay II she dates frm 500 A.D.
to 1,000 A.D., and Kachemak Bay III from 1,000 A.D. to 1700 A.D. (do
Laguna, 1947, p. 6).

A site reported by Frank Ribben (1943) at Chinitna Bay on Cook In-
let presents indications of being relatively ancient. In fact, addition-
al inv3eetdgation of this buried site might demonstrate that it is the
.arl.test known site in. the Cook Inlet vicinity. Until more data are
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obtained, howevur, it will be possible to do little concorning its cul-
tural and temporal placoment. It will be further discussed below.

A long range coordinated project of linguistic, ethnographic and
archaeological research, visualized by Frederica do Laguna for the north-
rn Northwest Coast, was initiated in 1949 and has providod the beginning
of archaeological invostigation in southeastorn Alaska. Reports of the
site survey (during the sumer of 1949) and the archaoological excavation
at Angoon, Admiralty Island (the following sumer) have boon published (do
Laguna 1951; 1953). Proliminary roports for the work of two summers at
a protohistoric village site on Knight Island in Yakutat Bay have also ap-
peared (de Laguna and Riddell, 1952; 1953). Until the final report on the
work at Yakutat Bay appears, precise information will not bo available.
The preliminary reports suggest Eyak, or Eyak-like, affinities in the low-
er levels of tho site succeeded by a culture with a Tlingit orientation.

Sites with a demonstrable age greater than about 500 years are cur-
rently unreported for the northern Northwest Coast. In a following sec-
tion the possibility of earlier habitation for this rogion will bo dis-
cussed.

III. The Chronological Sequence

We may now turn to various data that help us to reconstruct a post-
glacial chronology of ovonts, useful for suggesting the times whon abor-
iginal occupation of the Pacific Coast region of Alaska was first possiblu.

Glacial geology

Although the glacial geology of southwestern and southeastern Alas-
ka is as yet only imperfectly known, there has boen a great deal of sig-
nificant work done in recent years which has begun to clarify the numer-
oub probloms existing In this field. Glacial geologists accopt, at least
as a working assumption, that Pleistocene glaciation in Alaska can be
tomporally equated with glacial activity In other sections of western
North America, and even with other regions of the world. In the following
sections, inforsnation of a glacial geological nature is presented for the
various componont geographic elements of the Pacific Coast region of Alas-
ka.

Attu Island. This rugged mountainous island, westermost in the Aleu-
tian chain, has peaks and ridges that rise to an elevation of 3,000 to
3,500 foot. Cappe (1934, p. 151) noted no active volcanic vonts on this
island nor did he see any mountains whose contours were constructional.
He did observe that the ontire island had been glaciated, however. It
was his opinion that the island had boon heavily glaciatod in Pleistocene
times and that the present topography was produced by glacial modification
of the preexisting streo-oroded landscape.
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Kiska Island. Kiski is at least in part volcanic in origin. and has
a volcanic cone somo 4,000 foet high which exhibits only moderate dissec-
tion. This island is situated nearly 200 miles east of Attu Island in thu
Aleutian chain and also exhibits glacial orosion. Capps (1934, p. 151)
states that in most places glacial scouring was not severe on Kiska.

Adak Island. Investigations on this island have been somewhat more
uxtensive, with the result that the Pleistocene glacial record has been
more clearly intorproted than for many of the other islands in the chain.
According to Capps (1934, p. 150) this island: was severely glaciated and
was covered with a local ice cap at the time of its maximum glaciation.
Glacial fiords on this island include the Bay of Islands, Throo Arm Bay,
and the Bay of Waterfalls. Ice has excavated basins in the volcanic rocks
on the mountain slopes to form glacial lakes. The bedrock over most of
the island has been scoured by the glacial ice, although the rock is now
covered by material loft by the ice, and by soil and vegetation.

Moro recent investigations on Adak by Sheldon Judson (1946) give ad-
ditional data on the glaciation of the Aloutian Islands, including Adak.
He states that the glaciation of Adak Island and the other islands of the
Aleutian chain was local, in the sense that it was mountain rather than
continental glaciation. He does not mean to infer, however, that this
glaciation existed separately and apart from the major ice advances on
tho continents. Judson further reports that a late-glacial and post-
glacial chronology exists on Adak, as exhibited by a slightly weatherod
till that is probably Wisconsin in age, and a marine terrace, followed
by three deposit.s of wind-blown sand} each with a developed soil zone.
From his observations on Adak, Judson suspects that this sequence "in
its entirety results from climatic fluctuations and is of gonernl distri-
bution throughout a considerable portion of the North Pacific ..."
(Judson, 1946, p. 385).

Of considerable archaeological interest is the fact that Judson
found cultural evidence of the recont Aleut in the topmost soil devel-
oped on the latest blown sand. Even more interesting is his discovery,
in the soil of the second oldest sand, of cultural manifestations which
he presumes to be either pre-Aleut or an indication of greater antiquity
for the Albut than is usually ascribod to them. Since there wore no
radiocarbon dates for Aleut cultural material at that time, it was im-
possible for Judson to attempt to equato his earliest cultural remains
with the dates rovealed by radiocarbon analysis of samples from the A-
leutians.

Supporting evidence concerning the glaciation of Adak is given by
Charles Bradley, whose recent investigations indicato that tho ice at one
timo must have been thick enough to bury all but a few nunataks (Bradley,
1948, pp. 232-234). He states that in the Adak-Great Sitkin group of is-
lands there are three discernible states of vulcanism, two preglacial and
one postglacial. This evidence of vulcanism can be of importance in du-
t!3srmintng a chro>ijolcgy of events for Adak and neighboring islands. A grad-
ation zone between the till and the ash blanket was produced when ash from
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thu ;3arlier part of the last stagu of vulcanism fell upon the rutruating
glaciers of this island.

The postglacial stago of vulcanism on Adak appears to have been of
considerable duration. Bradley (1948, p. 328) points out that the inter-
vals of relative quiet allowed vegetation to gain foothold and to creato
soil horizons of humus on top of the ash. Thero wore four or five such
quiet intervals during this period of vulcanism.

Bradley also calls attention to the movoment of sand during tho post-
glacial stago, and reports that this sand became stabilized with the aid
of a moist climate, and of the dying down of volcanic activity and in-
creased growth of vegetation. This shifting of sand is probably the samu
phenomenon reported by Judson (1946, pp. 384-385) in his description of
late- and postglacial stratigraphy.

The stratigraphic sequonce notod by Bradloy on Adak is well illus-
trated by the road cut near Red Bluff (1948, P1. 1, fig. 2). The se-
quence there, from bottom to top, is as follows: a) A glacial till with
a surface of old soil; b) an apparently widespread coarse ash stratum,
probably deposited after a tremendous eruption of noighboring Great Sit-
kin volcano; c) threo strata of old soil topped by a layer of coarse ash;
and d) the present surface, an old soil.

The three wind-blown sands with tho developod soil zones noted by
Judson may possibly be equated with the three strata of old soil noted by
Bradley, or possibly with Bradloy a -four top strata. Such a correlation
would be very usefuil because of the archaeological importance of the two
top strata in Judson's sequence.

Unalaska Island. Unalaska, one of the Fox Islands, is situated near
thu east end of the Aleutian chain, and is separated. from tho Alaska Pen-
insula by several small islands and the large island of Unimak. That this
island is at least in part of volcanic origin, is indicatod by consider-
able amounts of volcanic rock and by lava flows from 200 to 500 feet
thick.

Unalaska was heavily glaciated in Pleistocone timos by a systom of
mountain glaciers which pushed out to sea in all directions. The physi-
cal aspects of the island havo changodlittlo sinc the rotroat of the
glaciers, and tho strong glacial sculpturing which occurred is quitu cv-
ident (Capps, 1934).

From investigations made by Capps it is apparent that at least the
largor and more rugged of the Aleutian Islands ware subjected to glacia-
tion during tho Pleistocene. The islands visited had developed individ-
ual ice. caps, "in which only the higher peaks and ridges stood above the
glacial ice, and the glacial movement was radially away from the divides
toward the sea" (Capps, 1934, p. 147). Capps did not visit other large
islands such as Unimak, Akun, Akutan, Umnak, Kanaga, Tanaga, Amchitka,
and Agattu, but he fee-Is certain that they underwont the same sort of
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glaciation described for those he did visit.

Alaska Peninsula. During the Pleistocene glaciation, all areas
reaching an elevation of as much as 2,000 feet or more were capable of
holding perpetual snows and of generating glaciers.. Those pushod down
into the sea on the Pacific side and produced a rugged coastline with
many fiords. The precise limits of tho glaciers on tho Bering Sea side
are not known, but that they extended into the lowlands is attested by
the numerous large lakes so conspicuous in that region. "Throughout
this area, howover, including both the peninsula and Aleutian Islands,
the glacial ice was of local origin, and as the distance to the sea was
nowhere great, the ice streanms never reached great length"(Capps, 1934,
pp. 146-147).

Kodiak Island. The occurrence of pebbles of volcanic rocks on a
boach on the southwest shore of Kodiak Island suggests to Capps (1937,
p. 164) the possibility that they wore transported there by glacial ice
from volcanicragiona of tho Alaska Peninsula. This is evidence which
indicates that at one time there was a probable merging of the glacial
ice from the peninsula with tho local ice cap on Kodiak. In any event
the island was the site of-an. extensive local center of glaciation.

Capps assumes that the blue, unoxidized till soon at so many places
on Kodiak and neighboring islands is of Wisconsin age, and coeval with
the last widospread glaciation noted elsowhere in Alaska, which has bo-n
correlated with the Wisconsin period.

Alaska Ra ---Cook Inlot--Kenai Peninsula Region. The last groat
glacial advanco, which occurred in lato Wisconsin time, was very similar
in most respects to all tho preceding ice advances that took place in the
Ploistoceno. Ice built up in the Alaska Range and pushed down both
slopes of the main range, forming a continuous piedmont ice sheet upon
the Joining of the ice streams from adjacent valloys.

The great glacier that poured down the Susitna Vally was fcd by
ice streams coming down the south and east sides on tho Alaska Pange,
and by tributary ice streams flowing from theChug) c arAr i Meun-
tains to the east. This great glacier may havo extended southward to
the mouth of Cook Inlot (Capps, 1935, pp. 77-78).

Tho glaciers flowing out from the westward slope of thi Southern
Alaska Range wore almost as vigorous as the ones on the east, but
pushed out onto an unglaciated lowland rathor than into salt water. The
basin of Iliamna Lake was excavated by the movement of ice from this
range. A torminal moraine 7 milos below the present outeut of this lake
Indicates the extent of the great ice tongue that formcd the lake basin.
That the glacial activity throughout the entire region of the southern
Alaska Raengo was quito seuvre., is borne out by tho abundant evidence of
glaci.ation noted by Capps.
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The Naknek district just southwest of Iliamnia Lake has undxorgono
four successivoly 188s oxtensive glaciations during the Ploistocone.
"Moraines of the latost major glaciation are corrolated with similar mor-
aines in the Cook Inlet lowland and parts of the Alaska Range, on the ba-
sis of relativo topographic prominence, proservation, and physiographic
position" (Muller, 1952, p. 72).

According to Karlatrom (1952, P.. 57), the last recognized glaciation
did not fill the trough of Cook Inlot. The moraines of this glaciation
reached only to the mouth of Matanuska Valley and up to 15 miles out from
the Alaska Rango and Kenai Mountain fronts. Karlstrom states that the
last glaciation advanced between 14,000 and 8,000 years ago, and the pre-
vious glaciation more than 19,000 years ago. He believes that the oldest
two may be early Wisconsin or pro-Wisconsin in timo as notod in tho Cook
Inlet region.

Invuetigations on tho Kenai Peninsula by D. B. Krinsley (1952) pro-
duced evidence of glacial activity that is corrolatod with Karlatrom' s
soquonceo of glacial acti.vity for the Cook Inlot area. Krinslcy belioves
that the southwest Kenai piodmont was probably covored during the socond
recognized glaciation. During the last glaciation, ice came down from
the Konai Mountains and filled the trough of Tustumona Lake and Kachenak
Bay. During the last major deglaciation at least threo readvances or
stilletands are recorded by concentric morainal loops in the Tustumena
trough. Two moraines within a mile of the present glacier fronts indi-
cate more recent glacial fluctuations in the Kenai Mountains (Krinaloy,
1952, p. 60).

It will be noted from tho proceding ovidence by Capps and Karlstrom
that the former invostigator placos end morainos in the Cook Inlet area
considerably in advance of those by Karlstrom. These moraines evidently
wore from an earlier glaciation than those obsorved by Karstrom, prob-
ably from early Wisconsin times. Those noted by Karlstrom aro from the
latest maJor glaciation (Pow6, 1953, p. 5), which occurred not more than
14,000 and not less than 8,000 years ago, as indicated by radiocarbon
dates (Karlstrem, 1953).

St. Elias Rango. Tho glaciers of the Wolf Creck area, on the in-
terior (Canadian) side of the St. Elias Rangye, appear to have undergonc
transitions quite similar to those of the coastal glaciors, whose his-
tory during post-Wisconsin timos is one of initial glacial retreat of
great magnitude, followed by a relatively recent glacial growth, followed
by anothor retreat. Aftor the initial oxtensive retreat, tho ice-free
areas were coverod with vogetation. The later glacial expansion engulfed
forests which had grown up after the initial retreat. Upon thoe recess-
ion of this later advance the remnants of the engulfed forests wore re-
vealed.

Though the evidence is not particularly clear, R. P. Sharp (1951,
p. 105) is inclined to believe the Wolf Creek glaciers experienced tho
same post-Wisconsin recossion as did the othor glaciers on the interior
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sidc of tho St. Elias Range. The sequence as outlined above for the Wolf
Crook glaciors--initial glacial growth followed by anothor rotroat--is
shared with a number of coastal glaciors.

Prince William Sound. Tho wholo Prince William Sound was occupied
by a groat piedmont glacier during the stago of maximum Ploistocene gla-
ciation. The distance to which this mass of ice extended into the sea is
not precisely known. However, it is very likely that it extended as mar-
ine shelf-ice as far as Middleton Island (Pewe", 1953, p. 2).

Late Wisconsin glaciation in this region was probably much less ex-
tensivo than the maximum Pleistocene glaciation, a condition thought to b,
true, in general, for the entire territory (P6w6, 1953, p. 9).

Yakutat 2y. Glaciation in tho Yakutat Bay region has boon best
studied and roported upon by Tarr and Martin (1914), though this work
now has become somewhat obsolescont. Their findings are briefly this:
glaciation in this area dates back to the Pleistocene and at its max-
imum literally flooded the mountain valleys with a system of mighty gla-
ciers. This condition prevailed from the Alaska Poninsula along the
Alaskan coast to British Columbia. After this groat period of advance)
at which timo Yakutat Bay and Ruseell Fiord wore completoly filled by
glaciers, the initial great post-Pleistocene recossion set in. By the
ond of this rocession the glacier fronts had retreated to a point be-
hind that at which they now stand, and the regions vacated by the ice
became covered with forost or other vegetation.

After the recossion of the maximum glaciation another advance took
place, but of lesser magnitude . In Yakutat Bay the advance extended the
glaciers only into Russell Fiord and Disenchantment Bay. Tarr and Mar-
tin rogarded it as a local phenomenon, but sufficient glacial goologi-
cal information has beon obtainod since that time to allow Lawrence to
state that "The same chronology has been roported from Glacier Bay, Alas-
ka, from Garibaldi Park, British Columbia, from Mt. Hood, Oregon, and
evon from Norway and Iceland" (Lawronce, 1950, p. 222).

This briof advance at Yakutat Bay was followed by a recession that
was still in progress ca. 1905. Subsequent to that time, according to
Tarr and Martin, thore has been some advance duo to tho earthquake of
1899, which threw fields of snow and ice down on the glaciers from bor-
derir±g stoop mountain slopes (Tarr and Martin, 1914, pp. 168-197).

Futuro work of a glacial geological nature in the Yakutat Bay area
will probably show that Tarr and Martin are correct in their basic as-
sumptions, but that considerable refinement is also necessary.

Juneau Area. Pleistocone glaciation in this area and in the num-
Orous islands to the south is clearly indicated by cvidence on all
sides. Great streams of ice flowed to the sea from the heights of the
cn".t range, gouging out such features as Lynn Canal and Chatham Strait,
Icy 13tratt,, and. Cl-oq"cun; i Fvodeilck&kn&, Simr Strait, Clarence
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Strait, and Dixon Entranco. Ice from the mainland probably coalosced
with tho expanding local ico caps on Princo of Wales, Baranof, Chichagof,
and neighboring islands. In short, the story of glaciation in southeast-
ern Alaska closely parallels the history of Pleistocono glaciation in
other sections of southern Alaska.

The dogree of emergence of the higher peaks above the last ice shoot
is quito difficult to determine, becauso of the sevoro weathering that
has taken place at highor elevations. Concerning this, Pdw4 states, how-
ever, that the lce during the last major glaciation "covored tho land up
to an altitude of about 3,000 foet near Juneau but desconded to an alti-
tudQ of about 2,000 feet on Admiralty Island, and perhaps to 1,500 foot
on Prince of Wales Island" (Pjwc, 1953, p. 4).

An intoresting and significant phenamenon, occurring with the ro-
troet of the Mondenhall Glacier and othor glaciers in the Juneau area, is
tho uncovering of remnants of a mature forest that had boen overwhelmed
and engulfed in the last advances of these glaciors (Wontworth and Ray,
1936, pp. 888, 891). Remains of overwhelmed forests have been noted al-
so in the Taku and Stikine river district (Kerr, 1948a; 1948b), at Gla-
cier Bay (Coopor, 1931, pp. 61-95; Reid, 1892, p. 39), and at Disenchant-
mont Bay near Yakutat (Russell, 1893). Future investigations will prob-
ably reveal that the occurrence of remnants of forests overwhelmed by
post-Pleistocone glacial advance is quite widespread in southorn Alaska.
It is also interesting to note that forest beds were observed at two
stra:tAgraphic levels at Muir Inlot at Glacier Bay. This would suggost a
fluctuation in the ice front in post-Pleistocene times which permitted
an advance in the forest with each retreat of tho ice (Heusser, 1952, p.
348).

Sunmm The invostigation of glaciers and glaciation in southwost-
orn and southeastern Alaska has shown that, in its broader aspects, Pleis-
tocene and post-Plcistocene glacial activity has been quite uniform over
the entire region subjected to glaciation. According to Pe'we (1935), the
glacial advances of recognized pro-Wisconsin ago wore considerably more
extensive than tho Wisconsin advances. Because of this, any reference
to the maximum Pleistocone glaciation deals with a feature of pre-Wis-
consin ovents. Evidence from the Fairbanks area in central Alaska sug-
gests to Pow6 that the warm period preceding tho Wisconsin was warmer
than the present climate and that permafrost was absent. Concerning the
Wisconsin period he states that "there has bcon recognized a prominent
twofold division of tho Wisconsin deposits: two woll-developed glacial
or cold periods separated by a glacial retreat or warm period" (PGw(.,
1953, p. 3).

The two broadest climatic variations recorded in post-Wisconsin
times, according to Pdwd, are the following: "(1) the warm and perhaps
drior period of 3,500 to 4,000 years ago, which was followed by (2) a
colder and porhaps wetter period that climaxed 200 to 400 years ago"
(Pdwd, 1953, p.8).
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The stabilization of tho sand on Adak Island noted by Bradley and
by Judson probably may be equatod with tho colder and wetter period as
presented abovo. The fact that wind-blown sands appear to have been sta-
bilized at least three times suggosts a ce'rtain climatic fltactuation dur-
ing the post-Wisconsin period. To so equate tho stabilized sand deposits
would givo an age of at least several thousand years to the cultural ro-
mains noted by Judson from the soil above the second oldest sand.

Muller notes that the Naknek district near Iliamna Lake has undor-
gone four successively loss extensive glaciations during the Ploistocene.
The moraines of the latest major glaciation are correlatod with similar
moraines in parts of the Alaska Range and in tho Cook Inlet lowland. Thu
latest maJor glaciation is dated by Karlatrom as occurring botween 8,000
and 14,000 years ago. It did not fill the trough of Cook Inlet as some
precoding advancos had done. Evidonce from the Kenai Peninsula has beon
correlated by Krinsloy with the sequence of glacial activity noted in the
Cook Inlet area by Karletrom. During the last major doglaciation, Krin-
slcy also notes at least threo readvances or stillstands. Even more re-
cent glacial fluctuation is shown In the Kenai Mountains by two moraines
within a mile of the present glacier fronts.

In basic outline, the chronological soquenco presonted by Sharp for
tho Wolf Creek glaciers is the same as given above by Powe. Sharp's se-
quence is as follows: Initial glacial retreat of great magnitude, fol-
lowed by a relatively recont glacial growth, followed by another retreat.
This samo sequence of events for post-Wisconsin times is given by Tarr
and Martin for the Yakutat Bay area. Sharp has chosen to call the poriod
of initial glacial retreat tho post-Wisconsin xerothornic interval, to a-
void using such general terms as "post-Pleistocono" and "postklacial".
He also chooses to use the dates of .7,000 to 8,000 years ago as the begin-
ning of this period, and 4,000 years ago as the approximate ond (Sharp,
1951, p. 104).

At the present stage of knowledge of glacial geology for southwest-
ern and southeastern Alaska, it appears that both the pattern of Ploisto-
cono glaciati^on and the post-Wisconsin climatic changes wore, by and large,
synchronous an(m/or equatable within these rog-ions as well as with othor
soctions of the northorn Hemisphere.

Pollen slys

A method of attempting to gain greater detail concorning post-Wiscon-
sin climatic changes is the technique of pollen analysis. (Facgri and
Iverson, 19r50'. Th"c results of the pollen analystr' investigations into
plant succession and cliratic change in post-Wisconsin timos in the Pa-
cific Coast region of Alaska and neighboring areas are in close agreement,
for tho most part, wlth tho sequonce of climatic change presented by the
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Pacific Northwest. On thu basis of 70 peat or sodimunt suctions,
Hansen (1914.7) has beon ablu to mke a reconstruction of postglacial-
postpluvial clate and vegetation for this region. The areas from which
those samples wore obtainod include the Pugot lowland, the coastal strip
of Washington and Orogon, the Willametto Valley, eastern Washington,
northeastern Washington and northern Idaho, Orogon Cascades, and the nor-
thern Groat Basin in south-central Oregon. The importance of the inves-
tigations in these areas to the present study is tho fact that they pre-
sent such a large body of pertinent material from a neighboring region.

From analyses of pollon profiles, Hanson has assigned a chronolog-
ical posltion to various levels in a nuuber of his sedirnt columne.
Since all of the columns obtained rested upon glacial drift or its chron-
ological equivalont, Hansen arbitrarily calls the poriod, during which
those columns formed, the Postglacial, "regardless of glacial movemonts
and time of final dissipation of ice sheots in various parts of tho con-
tinent" (1947, p. 113). This Postglacial period has been dividod by
Hanson into four cemponent parts on the basis of the recorded forest
succession. Period I extends from the last glacial maximum to 15,000
years ago. Poriod II dates from 15,000 to 8,000 years ago and was a
period of Increasing warmth and dryness. Period III was from 8,000 to
4,000 years ago and reached a stage of maximum warmth and dryness. Per-
iod IV, from 4,000 years ago to present, exhibits a return to a more
moist and cool climte (see Table 1).

Glacier National Park. The results of the investigation of two
sphagnu bog sections taken In Glacier National Park reveal a aoquence
of postglacial forest succession fairly consistent with what has been
dotermined from the my pollen profiles from other areas of the Paci-
fic Northwest. "Climatically, the forest sequence denotes an initial
cool, moist period, a socond period of warming and drying, a third
stage of xerothermic maximum, followed by a final period of cooler and
moister climate which In general has persisted to the present" (Hanson,
1948, p. 152).

These four stages of forest succession are chronologically equat-
able with the four-stage sequence noted for the Pacific Northwest as
presented above.

Vancouver Island. Pollen profiles recontly taken from three sep-
arate areas on Vancouver Island apparently fail to show any trends de-
noting climatic fluctuations, according to the analysis by Hansen (1950a).
He feels that the forest succession shown by these three sections is due
to a normal response to "a general amelioration of the climato and mod-
ification of tho sterile mineral substratum left in the wake of glacia-
tion" (Hanson, 1950a, p. 276). Because of this situation there has not
been any strict correlation of these columns with the chronological so-
quonce determinod for the Pacific Northwest and Glacier National Park
rcgions.
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:british Columbia. An important d.evolopment of HansEn' s (1950b)
pollen investigations along the Alaska Highway in British Columbia is
his suggestion that ico-free areas may have existed in western Alberta
during the late Wisconsin glaciation. These areas could have served as
refuges at this time for the forests, and thus have acted as centers for
their migration northwestward during the barly part of postglacial times.
Evidence of an abund.ance of spruce and pine in the lowest horizons of
peat bogs of tho region suggosts to Hansen that these ice-free areas were
forested during Late Wisconsin time, or a short time thereaftor. On thQ
strength of this, Hansen even suggests tho possibility of an ice-free
corridor existing betwoen the Keewatin and Cordilleran ice during the
Late Wisconsin (Hansen, 1950b, pp, 420-421). This ice-free corridor
could have servod as an early migration route for the first movement of
people into the oontinent of North America. This is in agreement with
a theory hold by Antevs (1935). Other students believe that it may have
been possible for groups of people to enter during the intorstadial be-
tween the first and second Wisconsin glacial substagos, and again dur-
ing the interstadial between the second and third glacial substages
(Woraington, 1949, pp. 152-153).

The investigations by Hanson in British Columbia along the Alaska
Highway, however, do not seem to indicate the presonceo of those open,
ico-freo corridors oarlier in the Wisconsin (Hansen, 1950b). Nor do his
investigations in Alberta give evidence of early Wisconsin ico-free cor-
ridors. This does not exclude tho possibility, however, that these ice-
free corridors may have uxisted during tho first and second interstadial
periods. Subsequent glaciation may have destroyed all uasily observable
evidence, particularly any accumulation of sodiment from which samples
could be obtained for use in pollon analysis.

Alberta, Canada. From the Grande Prairie-Lesser Slave Lake region,
Hanson (1952) took eleven poat soctions for study. From his investiga-
tions in this region it appears that owing to numorous large lakes, and
possibly ice, forest dovelopment was retarded until post-Pleistocene
times. In fact, muskegs may not havo developed until subsequent to the
warm, dry maximum. Hanson indicates, however, a vegetational invasion
of subalpine Cordilloran forest, boroal forest and grassland, but is un-
able to fit it into a chronology.

Southeastern Alaska. Recently, peat sections have been obtained
from southeastern Alaska for use in making pollen analyses. This research
was undertaken by C. J. Housser, who took 17 peat soctions during the sum-
mOrs of 1950 and 1951 from the region between Ketchikan and Juneau. From
these3 soctions, obtained from muskegs, he was able to construct peat and
pollen diagrams which have allowed him to make an interprotation of post-
glacial forosts, climate, and chronology.

The post-Mankato rocession pollon profilus show the importance of
lodgopolo pine (Pinus contorta) as an early regional postglacial invader
(Heuoaser, 1952). This troo appears to have been of general occurrence at
this tinij, altho,4gh today the lodgepole pine is primarily restricted to
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muskeg areas, or occasionally to areas recently freed from ico.

Through the interpretation of his pollen profiles, Heussor has div-
ided the post-Mankato timo span into fivo poriods (seo Table I).

Period I from 8,000 to 6,000 years ago was cool and moist.
Floristically it was represented by regional predominance of
lodgepole pine. Period II from 6,000 to 5,000 years ago was
characterized by a warmor and drier climate and almost complete
replacement of lodgepole by Sitka spruce and later by the wes-
tern hemlock-spruce climax. Period III is from 5,000 to 2,000
years of age. It is roprosented by continued warming and dry-
ing to a maximum (postglacial optimum). During this interval,
wostern hemlock and spruce comprised the forest complex with
hemlock constantly increasing. Period IV from 2,000 to 200
years ago marked the return of wetter and cooler climate. In
the pollen profiles, Period IV reflects tho disturbance of the
climax forest by glacial advance. The coincident increase of
pine is attributed to wetter conditions which brought about an
expansion of muskeg at tho expense of tho forest. Period V is
considered as the interval of the last 200 years when glaciors
began to rotreat (Housser, 1952, p. 350).
Housser obtains the age of 8,000 yoars sinco deglaciation of tho oar,-

liost sites of pollen sedimontation, or at least since tho sediments first
began to collect, by certain comparisons with dated poat soctions taken
in Minnesota (Heusser, 1952, p. 349). His origin dates for the southeas-
tern Alaska pollen bearing sediments were obtained by a comparison with
the Cedar Creek Bog near Minneapolis, whose pino period has been dated by
moans of the radiocarbon method at about 8,000 years ago. Below tho pine
poriod in the Codar Creek Bog is the peat of the initial spruce-fir por-
iod of an unknown age, but resting upon Mankato till. The Two Creeks de-
posit on the shores of Lake Michigan in Wisconsin has a C14 date of near-
ly 14,500 years, and is pre-Mankato; tho Mankato has been dated at about
11,000 years (critical discussion of these dates is given in a later sec-
tion). Since the radiocarbon dato for the pine period at the Cedar
Crook Bog is about 8,000 years and the Mankato is approximately 11,000
years, the intervening 3,000 years (approximately) have been accounted
for by Heusser by allowing about 1,000 years for the recession of ice and
about 2,000 years for the accumulation of ono meter of eutrophic gyttja
which formed during the spruco-fir period at the base of Cedar Creek Bog.
Pollen sedimentation began at the Cedar Creek Bog at 10,000 years, or
just as soon as the ice had retreated beyond the site of the bog.

Houssor does not automatically transfer this dato (10,000 years) to
the earliest pollen bearing sediments in southeastern Alaska without mod-
ification. His reason for reducing the number of years before applying
them as a date for Alaskan sediments is as follows:

Owing to the position of Cedar Creek Bog, rather distantly
removed from the Laurentide ice center on the Canadian shield,
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thu ico was presumably thinner and wasted away more rapidly than
it did in Southeastern Alaska, where the nearby Cordilleran cen-
ter resulted in a greater thickness of ice. Southeastern Alaska,
as a result, was probably deglaciated at a later time, and the
earliest postglacial pollen bearing sediments are dated at about
8,000 years (Housser, 1952, p. 349).

Housser also gives additional data to substantiate his estimate of
8,000 years for tho age of the oldest southeastern Alaska sediments as
shown by pollen analysis. This substantiation is in the form of estim-
ates on sediment doposits in British Columbia and near Russell Glacier
in the intorior. He also makes comparisons with peat deposita in neigh-
boring rogions that have been datod by the C14 method.

Substantiation of the glacial advance of about 2,000 years ago, as
postulated by Houssor, is obtained by a C14 date of forest debris over-
riddon by the latest significant advance of the Mendenhall Glacior near
Juneau. It was at this advance that Tide Lake near Stowart, British Col-
umbia, is thought to have originated. Varved sedimonts havo been esti-
mated to dato back about 2,000 years, when the lake was first formed by
icc blocking during a period of advance, and by subsequent moraine build-
ing. This ostimato of 2,000 yoars for a period of ice advance is util-
ized by Houssor to lend substantiation to his finding a glacial advanco
reflected in his pollen profiles in Period IV.

Kodiak Island. Pollen analysis of peat from two bogs on Kodiak Is-
land has not been interpreted as indicating any c.hronology such as presen-
ted by Housser in his investigations in southeastern Alaska. Evidenco
does show, however, "that the3 edge of the forest at Kodiak has advanced
from a point many miles to the east of the location of these two bogs to
a point a mile or moro to the west of them during the accumulation of the
upper throe feet of peat" (Bowman, 1934, pp. 98, 100).

Aloutian Islands. Several hundrod samples of humus, ash, till and
charcoal have recently beon gathered by Anderson and Bank (1952) from ro-
cently exposed stream banks and road cuts on Kodiak, Unalaska, UTnak, At-
ka, Adak, Tanaga, and Agattu Islands. Preliminary analytical investiga-
tion of Bank' s two samples from Tanaga, and a sample from Unalaska, have
already been undertaken by Anderson. Two oaftirely different plant com-
munitios are indicatod by the two samplos from Tanaga. One sample was
from the upper part of the profile, the other from the lowor section. The
Unalaska profile is peculiar in that it is completely dominated by a fern.
Anderson and Bank believe, however, that samples obtained from archaeolog-
ical sites can bo correlated with ono another. This correlation, coupled
with radiocarbon dating, should provide a picturc of "climate and living
conditions prevailing by the time of the ancient Albut settlements" (An-
derson and Bank, 1952, pp. 85-86).

Important to future investigations in the Aleutians is the fact that
the samples obtained by these two investigators were from soils that were
nlot composed of peats and mucks, but were frm terrestrial doposits. Due
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to thu great amounts of annual rainfall in the Aloutians, combined with
low temperatures, the pollen and spores have not oxidized. Possibly this
samo condition will be found in at least part of tho Northwest Coast.

The non-archaeological profiles obtained by Anderson and Bank oxhibit
alternating bands of humus and ash, with some sand and occasional lenses
of woathered till. The sand layers, which may vary from ono ineh to 30
feet in thickness, are usually noted close to the shoro. When glacial
till is noted it is near the bottom of the profile. "A ferruginous band,
possibly caused by leaching from above, shows up in the middle soil zone
and may prove to be a dependable point of departure for correlation" (An-
derson and Bank, 1952, p. 84).

S ry. The work of the pollen analysts in northwestorn North
America has been closely integrated with the results obtained by the gla-
cial geologists. These students of pollen analysis have presented what
seoms to be a very- comprehensive picture of post-Wisconsin climato and
vogetational succession, and present chronologies which have been at
least'partially substantiated by the radiocarbon method of dating. Ex-
cept for a considerable difference in dates, the postglacial climatic se-
quence presented by Houssor for southeastern Alaska is in essontial agrce-
ment with what has been presonted by Hanson for the Pacific Northwest.
The difforences in dates may be partially explained by the fact that Han-
sen' s area was releasod from glaciation much earlior than was Housser' s.
This difference is observable oven today, since glaciers are common in
southeastern Alaska.

Heusser' s postglacial climatic sequnenc begins with a cool and moist
period from 8,000 to 6,000 years ago, followed by a period of continued
warming and drying up to 2,000 years ago. From 2,000 to 200 yoars ago
thejre was a marked return to a wetter and coolor climate. In tho last
200 years thore has boen a very marked retreat of the glaciers.

The fundame3ntal principles of pollen analysis appear to be simple
and obvious at first glance. "Further consideration, howevej, reveals
a complex of factors, many of thom immeasurable and some oven intangible,
that influences the picture of forest succession and climate. The re-
sults and conclusions of pollen analysis, at best, can be interpretod in
only general and relativo terms" (Hansen, 1947, p. 6).

Both Hansen and Housser seem to realize the manifold problems in-
volved in making interpretations of their pollen investigations, and they
therefore use data from other fields to aid in the substantiation of their
findings.

Vulcanism

In the recording of geological stratigraphy and in the oxamination
of peat profiles, during the course of preparing samples for pollen anal-
ysiBs it is sometimes possible to obtain critical infomation concerning
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vulcanism. Volcanic oruptions often leave ovidence of activity in thu
form of ash strata observable in stratigraphic profiles.

Aleutian Islands. According to Bradley (1948) there were two pre-
glacial and one postglacial stages of vulcanism in the Adak-Great Sitkin
group of islands. Ash falling upon the rotreating glaciers on Adak pro-
duced a gradation zone between the till and the ash blanket. This occurrcd
during the earlier part of the last stage of vulcanism. This postglacial
period of vulcanism was of considerable duration, with intervals of rola-
tive quiet which allowed vegetation to grow and to create soil horizons
of humus on top of tho ash. During this period of vulcanism there were
four or fivo quiet intervals.

Alternating bands of humus and ash, with some sand and occasional
lenses of weatherod till, were noted by Anderson and Bank (1952) in the
non-archaeological profiles.obtained from islands in the Aleutian chain.

Cook Inlet. Hibben (1943) roports a three inch layer of ash near
the top of a deposit of muck. The muck varied in thickness from four to
twenty-two feet, and was superimposed upon a humus/occupation layor, and
was capped by a peat deposit from one to six feet thick. Hibben suggests
the likelihood that the ash came from nearby Mt. Iliamna, which still uX-
hibits some volcanic activity.

Southeastern Alaska. The eruption of Mt. Edgecumbe near Sitka pro-
duc.ed ash which was observed by Hoeusser (1952) in his Sitka sections.
Since this volcanic ash appeared in his Period II, he has assigned an
eruption date of about 5,500 years ago to this activity.

Volcanic ash in the vicinity of Wrangoll has been found in the peat
sections.taken there. The depth of the ash in theso sections suggests
to Heusser that vulcanism has occurred within tho last 500 yoars. In
none of the peat sections studied by Heusser, however, was there any ev-
idence of volcanic ash from the Mt. Katmai eruption of 1912. This is not
too surprising, since this volcano is located on the Alaska Peninsula a
considerable distance from southeastern Alaska, where the sediment col-
*umns were obtained.

Pacific Northwest. Hanson oncountered volcanic ash in a number of
the sediment columns he obtained in the Pacific Northwest. The volcanic
ash strata in his Washington profiles are placed near the middle of the
warm, dry middle postglacial stage (Hansen, 1947, p. 119). Ash from the
Mount Mazama oruption was also encountered in a numbor of his sediment
columns. This ash fall has subsequently boon dated by the radiocarbon
mothod at 6,453±250 years (Arnold and Libby, 1951, p. 117). Nowberry
Crater, which is about 70 miles northeast of Crater Lake (Mount Mazama)
is thought to have erupted subsequent to the Mount Mazama eruption
(Hoizer, 1951, p. 23).

Excellent points of departure for archacological correlation are
provided by the volcanic ash strata recorded by Hanson (1953) along the
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Alaska Highway in British Columbia, thki Yukon Torritory, and Alaska. Ar-
chaeological work of a proliminary naturoeundertaken by Johnson (1946)
has already suggested tho usefulness of volcanic ash strata in cultural
correlation within this extensive aroa. The archaeological chronologies
established in tho interior rogions in tho future may be quite important
in tho interpretation of archaeological data found in the coastal regions
and vice versa.

Ash from volcanic eruptions ofton spreads over a localized aroa, thus
providing stratigraphic interruptions over only relatively small areas.
This is well illustratod by the fact that the Mount Mazama and Newborry at
deposits aro only regional manifestations. The significance of these ash
deposits, however, is not to bo minimized; tho determination of dated so-
quences in local rogions can be very helpful in providing some sort of a
sequence for a much larger aroa, through various correlations.

Summnry. Layers of volcanic ash occurring in stratified deposits arW
reported from the Aleutians, Cook Inlet, southeastern Alaska, and the Paci-
fic Northwest. A number of these layers of volcanic ash havo beon tenta-
tively dated by thoir relative position in the soil profilc in which thly
wore oheountorcd, or by ieans of the radiocarbon nethod.

Postglacial vulcanism on Adak Island in the Aleutian chain appuars
to havo been of a relatively extended nature, with intervals of quiot
which allowed vegetation to grow on top of the ash previously deposited.
The maJor ash deposit of this series was laid down in early postglacial
timos, while the remaining three (?) occurred at intervals throughout
the postglacial deposition of soil. No strict dates, to my knowledge,
have yet been applied to these ash deposits on Adak, or to the one noted
by Hibben at Chinitna Bay on Cook Inlet.

The assignment of a date of 5,500 years to ash from an oruption of
Mt. Edgocumbe near Sitka, and 500 years for volcanic ash near Wrangoll,
may be of considerable importanco to future archaeology undertaken in
those areas.

Tho C14 date for the eruption of Mount Mazama in Oregon has already
boon of importance, both archaoologically and by providing an excellent
time marker in the sediments from which pollon samples have beon obtainod
in the affectod rogion..

The importance of having at least ono stratum dated in any strati-
graphic sequence is obvious, and has boon notod by tho pollen analysts,
geologists, and archaeologists in the Pacific Northwest, and southoast-
ern and southwestorn Alaska.

Changes in land elevation
The raising of land in somo regions of the Alaskan Pacific coast,

and the loworing in others, may possibly have been a factor in, and/or
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a consequence of, the advance and the recession of the glaciers in that
part of Alaska. Twenhofol (1952) has given the maximum apparent change
in altitude for a number of localitios on the Pacific Coast of Alaska.
Tho greatest of these is a rise of about 500 fcet recordd. in thQ Jun.
eau area. Other changes in altitudo are as follows: Lituya Bay to Ya-
kutat Bay, raised 100 feet; Yakutat Bay, raised 47 feet; Icy Bay to Capo
Suckling, raised 200 feot; Wingham Island, raised 100 feet; Copper River
Delta, dropped 40 foot; Port Gravina in Prince William Sound, dropped 10
feet; Columbia Bay in Prince William Sound, dropped 5 feet; Anchorage and
vicinity, raised 60 foet; Canvass Point at wost end of Kodiak Island,
raised 50 feet; Aniakohak on the Alaska Peninsula, raised 100 feet. Twen-
hofel is unable to ascribe a principal cause to these shore-line changes
on the basis of available data. He is of the opinion, howevor, that or-
ogenic movements may be the major cause. He also considers the factor of
deglaciation, which could allow the land, once rid of its burddn of t
to rise. Also involved in this problem is the possibility of a general
lowering of the sea levol.

Some changes in shore-lino elevations in the Juneau area have beon
dated by Housser by means of the examination he has made of the peat sec-
tions obtained thc3re. "From this information, the sea level loweri.ng
from 15,0 ft. to as low as a.pproximately 10 ft. (at Lemaon Creek muskg)
occurred in less than 1,000 years, or betweon 6,000 and 5,000 years ago.
High tide level has only been lowered about 10 ft. since, as evidenced
from the difforenco between the base of Lemon Creek muskeg (no. 9) and
the present sea levol" (Housser, 1952, p. 347).

Heusser is inclined to believe that the peat sections from the other
areas he tested reveal similar sea level trends.

Buddington (1927) states that there has been a succession of post-
glacial uplifts in southeastern Alaska totalling at least 600 feet. Be-
low altitudes of 200 foot, well-marked platforms and benches occur. A
relatively recent and conspicuous platform is at about present high tide
level. Buddington's observations were made south of Icy Straits and
Cross Sound.

Five intervals of crustal movement, with corollary intervals of
stability, which extend over the entire postglacial period of time in
eastern North America, are used by Lougee (1953) as a framework for a
chronology. He states: "Through the use of carbon-14, marine stages in
eastern North Amorica eventually may be found to correlato with marine
stages in British Columbia and Alaska, or in such distant glaciated re-
gions as Fennoscandia" (Lougee, 1953, p. 263).

Mathiassen (1927, pp. 8-10) has noted that the land is rising along
the Arctic coast and that some of the Eskimo village remains lie consid-
erably back from the present shoreline. He was unable to determine how
rapidly this rise in land has occurrod, but overturned stone pillars, pre-
sumably kayak suprorts, weore found a considerable distance from the shore
and 17 or 18 meters above sea lovel.
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As with volcanic ash laycrs, marine terracos and similar manifesta-
tions of changes in shoroline avevations will be usoful time markers if
they can bo fitted into a chronology of Pleistoceno and post-Pleistocene
events.

Radiocarbon dating

Radiocarbon dates from Alaska are not yet vary numerous, particular-
ly from the area with which this study is concerned. Of particular im-
portance to glacial studies are the dates obtained from vegetation ovar-
run by glacial readvance in tho post-Wisconsin period. Precise informa-
tion concerning the collection of the samples used for C14 dating is not
always obtainablo. This condition makes interpretation of the dates more
difficult than if one know the circumstances of the collecting of-the sam-
ples.

Because of the light thoy shed on the past climate of Alaska as a
whole, C14 dates from other sections are reviewed, not just thoso from
southwestorn and southcastern Alaska.

Samplo L-117K: 400+150. "Wood from ond moraine within 1,000' of
the present front of Tustutona G$&cter; K&ao4 -Pninaula. Deposit ropre-
sents one of the most recent glacial advances in the Cook Inlet arca, fol-
lowing a warmer period during which Tustumona Glacior was much less ex-
tensive than at present" (Kulp, et al., 1952, p. 412). This dato appar-
ently temporally places the advance of a glacier which may correlato with
the advanc¢d position of many other glaciers noted by the first oxplorors
to reach the coast of this region of Alaska. This sample demonstrates
the conservative nature of this advance.

Sample L-117D: 450+100. "Wood and peat 3' beneath surface in a
peat layer intorbedded with muck at head of Coffoo Creek. Deposit indi-
cates that accumulation of mucklike matorial has taken place during last
few hundred years. The pcat layer was formed at a time whun tho climato
was not perceptibly difforent'from the present" (Kulp, ot al., 1952, p.
412). This date from tho Soward Peninsula is self-explanatory and agrees
with what is presented in Unit 9 of Table 1.

Saple L-106C: 1,790+285. A sample of forest debris recovered from
the recent recossion of the Mendonhall Glacier near Juneau has a C14 date-
of almost 1,800 years (Kulp, ot al., 1951, p. 568). Heussar (1953, p.
640) feels that this sample dates the wholo valloy seoent of tho "little
ice ago", in regard to the Mendenhall Glacier.

Samplo L-117B: 3,200+150. "Tho spruce root was deposited toward
the end of the depositing phase of one of the numerous extensivo alluv-
ial fans that spread over Homer Beach.. ." on Kenai Peninsula (Kulp, et
al., 2.952, p. 412). Could the "end of the depositing phase" have coin-
cided with the retreat of a manifestation of tho Cochrane adVance?
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Sample L-106B: 3,500+250: "Wood from bottom of muskeg in outwash,
or possibly lateral moraine, of nearby Lemon Glacier" (Kulp, et al.,
1952, p. 412). Lemon Glacier is noar Juneau in southoastern Alaska.
Housser (1953, pp. 637-640) tentatively considdors this sample as dating
the thermal maximum in southoastern Alaska. Ho roasons that conifers in-
vaded the muskeg during the thermal maximum but lost out to sodges and
mosses whon the muskeg was reactivdted .in the following cooler and more
moist period.

Saple L-1H: 3,750t200. "Wood 6' bonoath the surface in an or-
ganic layer at Eva Crook 10 mi. W. of Fairbanks. Tho doposit was formed
at a time when the climate was slightly warmer than at presont" (Kulp,
ot al., 1952, p. 412). This may be a reflection of the thormal maximum,
or a cooling period just beforo the Cochrane advance (if the latter mani-
fests its;lf in this rogion of Alaska).

Salc L-117N: 3,800+400. "Spruce log near base of 5' peat section
ovorlying lake silts doposited on till, near Boulder Point, Konai Poninsu-
la. Dating of the basal peat permits evaluation of rato of accumulation
during the past 4,000 yoars in the Cook Inlet area" (Kulp, at al., 1952,
p. 412). The, previous warm period ending with the thermal maximum may
have dissipated the water of tho lake sufficiently to allow vegetation to
grow which produced a deposit 5 feot thick over a period of about 4,000
years. Tho till underlying the lake silts may possibly be correlated
with the last major glaciation in the region, the Mankato.

A radiocarbon sample collected from near the bottom of an 8-foot
deop deposit noar Anchorage has a date of about 5,000 years (Kulp, et
al., 1951). This date suggests tho possibility that this deposit accumu-
lated at a rato of one foot in 600 years. The dating of sample L-117N
(above) at 3,800 yoars implios an accumulation rato of about 800 years
per foot. If theso two rates of accumulation are applied to the thick-
est of Hansen' s (1953) sodimont sections in tho Anchorage arca (6.9 me-
ters) the dates of 13,000 and 18,000 years respectivoly, are obtainod.
The implication made here is that deglaciation in the Anchorage area
had progressed sufficiently to allow peat and sedimont to accumulato
between 13,000 and 18,000 years ago. This is, of course, assuming that
the rate of accumulation at one muskeg can bo appliod with validity to
a neighboring deposit. According to Hansen (1953, p. 538), howevoer, tho
rate of poat accumulation may vary as much as 9 to 1 in a single rogion.

Sample L-111G:4,200+200. "Wood 6' beneath thei surface in muck at
Wilbur Creek near Livongood. The deposit was formed at a time when the
climate was slightly warmer than at present" (Kulp, et al., 1952, p. 412).
Livongood is a short distance north of Fairbanks. This date fits well
into the thermal maximum, or possibly shortly after when the climato had
becomea a little more cool.

Saple L-117C: 8,350.p200. "Wood 10' beneath the surface in inter-
bedded peat and muck at Coffee Croek, a tributary of Kougarok River, Se-
ward Peninsula. The deposit was formed at a time when the climato was
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warmer than at present and is underlain by undated silt deposited at a
time when the climate probably was colder than at present" (Kulp, et al.,
1952, p. 412). This sample seemingly provides a date for the warning
period after the last major glacial advance.

Sanple W-49: 10,560+200. A recently dated sanplu from McKinloy
Park "should date from Just slightly after Riley Creek Glacier maxinum
advance" (Suoss, 1954, p. 471). This sanple probably dates the end of
the last major glaciation.

Sap C-301: 12,622+750. "Wood from 30 to 60 feet deep on Fair-
banks Creek, Alaska. Associated with extinct anil bones" (Johnson
[assem'.], 1951, p. 9). If the association is primary and not one of re-
deposition of the extinct faunal remains, this dato informs us that ex-
tinct forms of animals lived in central Alaska at the time of the last
major glacial advance. This region of Alaska, however, did not come dir-
ectly under the dominance of glacial ice, thus it could serve as a re-
fuge for plants and animals. Alonig these lines P6w6 (1953, p. 6) states
that "Evidence from central Alaska reveals that extinct Quaternary man-
mals not only lived until fairly recently, but apparently lived in abun-
dance during both glacial and interglacial intervals".

Sample L-I: 13,600+600. "Wood from fossil beavor dan in muck
at Fairbanks Crook, 20 miles NE of Fairbanks. Deposit formed when cli-
mate was slightly warmer than at present" (Kulp, et al., 1952, p. 412).
This warm poriod my represent a period precedinig the last major glaci-
ation.

Lignitic peat from the Eagle River north of Anchorage has a C14
date of about 14,300 years (Kulp, ot al., 1951) and is thought to have
formed during the Cary-Mankato interstadial. The glacial till ovorlY-
ing this peat deposit is thought to be of Lato Wisconsin origin. A pos-
sibility, not brought out by Hansen (1953) in his studies in. the Anchor-
ago area, is that the glacial till may have beon a local manifestation
of the Cochrano oscillation as presentod by Antevs (1953). It will be
elaborated in a later section that Anteva does not consider the C14 date
of about 11,000 years for the Mankato to be correct. If he is right
then the date given for the poat from the Eagle River vicinity would not
apply to the Cary-Mankato interstadial. At this tine, howevoer, there
are not sufficient data oven to be sure that the Cochrane oscillation
was felt in this rogion of Alaska. This date does suggest, howvever,
that seieo tine after about 14,000 years ago there was a glacial advance
in tho Anchorage area. The implied dates above of 13,000 and 18,000
yoars ago for the beginning of peat accumulation suggest that tho peat
depesit lay outside of the area of the glacial advance of post-14,000
years ago, or that tho implied dates wore somewhat excessive.

Slnar,y. The roliability of the radiocarbon meothod of dating has
boon discussed by numerous students, including Anteve (1953). Cognizance
of this will be taken in a later section. Tentative. acceptanco of all
the above C14 dates indicatos a climato suitable for man for at least part
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of the Pacific Coast of Alaska 4,000 yoars ago, or more. The climate ap-
parently became more severe since that time, but not sufficiently to pre-
vent human occupation of at least the Aleutians. A doeep habitation sitc
at Nikolski on Unnak Island in the oastern Aleutians has a C14 date of
3,018+230 years (average of two dates) (Johnson, 1951). This is the ear-
liest date obtained by the C14 aothod for cultural material in the Paci-
fic Coast region of Alaska.

Radiocarbon dates in other aroas of tho Territory indicato a suit-
able climate, in portions of Alaska, for aboriginal occupation as long
ago as 8,000 yoars, and even longer.

Of importance in obtaining a postglacial chronology in tho Pacific
Coast region of Alaska is the tentative acceptance by Housser of the C14
dato of 3,500C250 years as the approximato date for the therm maximun
in southoastorn Alaska. This date agrees with his previously estimatod

date obtained through examination of sedimont columns and pollen analysis
(Heusser, 1953, p. 639).

There simply are not enough C14 dates from the Pacific Coast portion
of Alaska at this tine to allow the presentation of any detailed chronol-
ogy of Pleistoceno and post-Pleistocene events. At this stage, the dates
presonted are so few and widespread that they exhibit a number of isola-
ted events which are difficult to intograte with any certainty.

Vegetation
as a time and climate indicator

Vegetation has boen used by various students as a timo and climate
indicator, in an attempt to interpret aspects of postglacial history in
a numbor of regions of Alaska. In tho investigation of timberlines as
indicators of climatic trends, Griggs (1937) feels that Alaskan climate
has become mild so recently that the troes have not been able to keep up
with the change and occupy all suitable territory. He illustrates this
point of viow by the following statement: "...we find a general belief
among botanists, not very well supported by evidence, to be sure, but
conforming fairly well with many facts, that troe growth is limitod by
the isotherm of 100 C (500 F.) for the warmest month. It is interesting
to obsorvo that in southwestern Alaska tho isotherm stands 250 miles bo-
yond the odgo of the forest (Grigge, 1937, p. 253).1"

Kodiak Island. The rato of advance of spruce forests into Kodiak
Island grasslands is of the order of one mile per century, according to
Griggs. Application of this rate of advance to the ovidenco presented
by Bowman (1934) might give a date for the beginning of the accumulation
of the upper three feet of peat on the two bogs fron which he obtained
pollen samples on Kodiak Island. Since Bowran speaks of "many milcs",
only an approximation of the timec involved could be reached on the basis
Of lis published report (1934, pp. 98, 100).
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The automatic application to other areas of the rato of advance de-
termined by Griggs for Kodiak Island would not, however, be wise, unless
investigation of the local conditions should warrant it. The rate of
forest advance has been swifter than one mile per century for tho Glacier
Bay area, as demonstrated by Cooper (1939).

Glacier B Southoastern Alaska. The principal subject of Coopor' s
(1939) studies in Clacier Bay is the contomporaneity of vegetational ad-
vance with the steady recession of the tceo fronts during recent times.
His work shows that the advance of vegotation is taking place in three
stagos. The first is the pioneer comunity in which a moss (Racomitrium
canescons), two perennial herbs (Ep2obiullatifolium and -tu
variaum), the nat-plant (Dryas drcumoldii), and the prostrate willows
are Ghe most important species. The second stage is the willow-alder
thicket, composed of various spocies of bushy willows and Alnus sinuata.
The doninants of tho final and climax phase are the Sitka spruce7(icea
sitchensis), and tho two hemlocks (Tauga hoterohylla and T. mertensiana).
"These three communities are displayed in consecutive order upon the
shores of Glacier Bay. The pioneer group is found in scattered fashion
in the upper reaches, the willow-aldor thicket clothes the slopes of thu
middle bay and the young climax forest mantles the mountain sides and
forelands surrounding the lower bay" (Coopor, 1939, p. 133).

This study in Glacier Bay is of particular interost becausu it dcm-
onstratos the possible rate of growth of vegetation on a recently degla-
ciated area. Glacier Bay was entirely filled with ico about 200 years
ago, according to historical and ecological evidence (Cooper, 1939, p.
132).

Cooper and Field (1936, p. 45) caution, however, that the absence
of forest is no certain criterion of recent ice recession as willow-
alder thicket or alpine turf-mat may have as groat an age as a forest of
nature troes.

Dedochronol

Dendrochronology, anothor method of using vegetational growth as a
timo indicator, has boen used to but a limited degree in the Pacific
Coast region of Alaska. In northern Alaska, however, Giddings (1941,
1944, 1953) has used this mothod quite succossfully. Troo growth ring
counts have been made in southeastern Alaska by Lawronceo (1950, p. 202)
and Wentworth and Ray (1931, p. 886). Those growth ring counts were made
primarily for the determination of minimal ages of terminal moraines of
various glaciers, espocially in the Juneau area.

It is scarcoly to be expected that dendrochronological investiga-
tions will obtain a chronological sequence for any great distance into
the past, e.g., the imodiately postglacial period of time. It is pos-
sible, howevor, that a sequenco of a thousand years, or mzoro, Llay even-
tually be obtained for southcastern Alaska. This would.'be valuable for
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climatological and archaeological interpretations for a considerable timu
beyond recorded history.

IV. Correlation Of Sequences

Evidence presented in the foregoing sections strongly suggests that
sufficient work has not been done in archaeology, glacial geology, paly-
nology, ecology, and other related fields to present an accurate and com3-
prehensive chronology of Pleistocene and post-Pleistocene events for the
Pacific Coast region of Alaska. The chronologies which have been presen-
ted often are in agreement in their basic features, but usually show a
discrepancy in the assignment of dates. From a study of those several
chronologies, however, one is struck by the fact that they all note a
climatic change closely comparable with Antevs' Noothermal (cf. Anteve,
1948). Their records show that there has been an amelioration In the
climate since the last major glaciation. The warming and drying of the
climate reached a cliax and was followed by a more moist and cool cli-
mate, which has very recently changed to a warmer clinate.

At this point it is worth while to review briefly the chronologies
which have been given in some detail in the proceding soctions.

Any chronology so far obtained by archacology can be dismissed,
since such a system has reference to the last few nillenia and expresses
only the terminal phases of a chronology of Pleistocene and post-Pleisto-
cene events.

In Capps' invostigations of the Alaska Peninsula and the Aleutians
(1934), of Kodiak and adjacent islands (1937), and of the Southern Alas-
ka Range (1935), he is inclined to speak in general terms. He does not
attempt to present a refined chronology, but merely notes whether or not
glaciation had taken place during the Pleistocene in those regions. It
was his opinion that in Late Wisconsin tines the glacial advance was quitu
simni).er to all the preceding ice advances that had takon place during the
caniter portions of the Pleistocene. Pewe' s exceptions to this view will
be noted below.

From Cappa' point of view, Pleistocone glaciation in the region un-
der discussion was of an extensive nature with the various glaciations
being of nearly equal vigor. In its broadost aspects this view is accep-
table, but I:- not particularly useful when rcfinenrnt is desired in order
to present a detailed chronology.

Tarr and Martin's (1914) studies in Yakutat Bay prosont a four-fold
system of glacial activity. They speak of the maxinum glaciation occurr-
ing during the Pleistocene, followed by the great post-Pleistocene glacial
recession. Following this recession an advance of lesser rmgnitude oc-
currod. This advance ultinately bogan a retreat which ended with a read-
vance ca. 1905. This sequence of events, it nust be renembered, was for
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the region of Yakutat Bay.

In the light of moro rocont work it is ovidont that Tarr and Martin' s
investigations lack certain detail. This is in no way a criticism of
their excellent pioneer work. Despite tho lack of specific details, the
work by Tarr and Martin presents a sequence which, in its basic outline,
is in partial agreement with recent studies in southeastern Alaska.

Investigatione of the Wolf Crook glaciers, on tho interior side of
the St. Elias range, by R. P. Sharp (1951) allowed him to present a Se-
quence of events quite sinilar to that of Tarr and Martin. During post-
Wisconsi.n times there was an initial glacial retreat of great magnitudo
fol.loe,d by a relatively rocent growth. This, in turn., was followred by
another retreat. Sharp (1951, p. 104) calls the post-Wi4sconsin portod
ofE w,azang and drying clin-ato the post-Wisconsin xerothoinic interval in
order to avoid the terms "post-Pleistocene" and "postglacial". It is
Sharp's choice to take 7,000 to 8,000 years ago as the beginning of this
period, and 4.,000 years ago as the approximate end (cee Table 1). This
terminal date is apparently obtained from an estimsate of the age of cli-
max fo.rests overwhelmed by gl.acial advance, subseoaent to the end of the
post-Wisconsin xerothermic interval. The date of 8`000 years is an esti-
mate ol tho probable time involved in the doglaciation process at the end
of the Wisconsin period. That is to say, by about 8,000 years ago tho dc-
glaciation period was at an ond and the xorothermic interval was begin-
ning.

Sheldon Judson (1946) reports a lato-glacial and postglacial se-
quence for Adak Island in the Aleutian chain. The sequence is manifes-
tod by a slightly weathered till which Is probably Wisconsin in age, and a
marine terrace, followed by threo deposits of wind-blown sand. Each sand
deposit has a well-developed soil zono. Cultural remains wero noted in
the two top soil zones.

Additional work on this island by Bradley (1948) also calls attun-
tion to the movenent of sand. Bradley belioves that the sand became sta-
bilized in postglacial times due to an increase in moisture, a dying down
of volcanic activity, and an increased growth of vegetation.

Neither Judson nor Bradley express their geological events in terms
of a temporal scale. The stabilization of the sand by a more moist cli-
mate suggests the possibility of an equation with the end of the dry per-
iod called by Sharp the post-Wisconsin xerothermic interval. Using Sharp's
dates this would put the beginning of the period of sand stabilization at
approximately 4,000 years ago.

Utilizing data from existing literature, including that by Muller
(1952) for tho Naknek district, Karlstrom (1952) for tho Cook Inlet ar-
ea, and Krinsley (1952) for the Kenai Peninsula, Troy L. Pewe (1953)
has presented a roview of Pleistocene and post-Pleistocene events and cli-
matic changes in Alaska. Alao availablo to him was information on stu-
d.inB ii prooeass 'by personnol of tho U. S. Geological Survey. By virtue3
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of the fact that ho has access not only to the published literature but
to data on work so recent that it has not yet been published, Pow6' s re-
view can be considered the most up-to-date work presonted on this subjoct.
He makes a two-part division: the Wisconsin period for which the raost a-
bundant and clearest information is available, and the pro-Wisconsin per-
iod for which there is less detailed information. FollowinAg Hough (1953),
P6w6 (1953, p. 1) datos the Wisconsin as "tho last 80,000 yoars or so".
Post-Wisconsin time is apparently dated aometime after about 10,000 years
ago (P6we, 1953, p. 8).

Pewe (1953, p. 9) speaks of the existence of at least two prominent
pre-Wisconsin glaciations, separated by a warm interval. In the Seward
Peninsula of western Alaska this interval was much warmer than anything
recorded in Wisconsin or post-Wisconsin timos. Throughout Alaska, both
glaciated and unglaciated areas, these two cold periods have loft a re-
cord. According to P6wO the intervening warm period was wamer and las-
ted longer than the post-Wisconsin period.

Roferring to late Wisconsin glaciations in Alaska, Pewc states that
they "were rostricted to mountain valleys in northern ranges; however,
in southern ranges glaciors extended beyond the mountains and spread tur-
minal bulbs in the lowlands" (1953, p. 9). Significantly, he also statos
that in general the glaciers of lato Wisconsin timc advancod a shorter
distance and were smaller than proviously beliovod. In a preceding sec-
tion of this paper it was pointed out that Capps' (1935, pp. 77-78) in-
terpretation of tho extent of glaciation in Cook Inlet in late Wisconsin
time was oxcossive, in view of the results of Karlstrom's (1952) recent
investigations in the region.

The post-Wisconsin period is divided by PewO into a warmer and por-
haps drier poriod of 3,500 to 4,000 years ago, and a coldor and probably
wetter poriod that reached a climax from 200 to 400 years ago. The warm
period would soen to correspond to Sharp's post-Wisconsin xerothermic in-
terval, although Pewo does not give a beginning date for it. He does date
the latest major glaciation at 11,000 years ago (P6w6, 1953, p. 10). His
warm dry period would, therofore, cono after this date.

A section of Pew6's tentative, correlation of glacial sequences in
Alaska is given in the following (Pow6, 1953, p. 14).
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K~.nai
Peninsula

Alaska
Peninsula

Recont Unnamed Unnamod

Nikolai
Creek Iliuk

Late _ _.__
Wisconsin

Naptowne Brooks
(older than
8,000 years,
younger than
-14,000 years)-

Early Swan Lake Mak Hill
Wisconsin (older than

18,000_years)

Caribou.
Hills Johnston

Pro-
Wisconson

Mt. Susitna Earliest

These named periods for the Kenai Peninsula and the Alaska Peninsu-
la are also tentatively correlated with other regions of the Territory.

Kerr (1936) postulates a wani poriod with attonda&t glacial rceoss-
ion in northern British Columbia and southeastern Alaska, beginning ap-
proximately 5,500 years ago and continuing until about 1,500 years ago.
He obtained the date of 4,500 years from a computation of the rate of
advance of the deltas of the Stikine and the Taku Rivers. Between
5,500 and 4,500 years ago the climate was moderating, while from 4,500
to 1,500 years ago the climate was warmer than at the present time. "IBe--
tween 9,000 and 4,500 years ago conditions of intense alpine glaciation
prevailed" (Kerr, 1936, p. 681). The dato of 9,000 years was accepted
from a date presented by Antevs(1928) concerning the retreat of the ice
sheot in eastern North Amorica, The sequence of events presented by Kerr
is in keeping with those presented by other investigators (see Table I).

Soquences of Pleistocone and/or post-Pleistocene events and chron-
ologies covering these ovents have been presonted not only by geologists
but by palynologists as well. Hancsens (1947) investigations in the Pa-
cific Northwest have allowed him to present four periods from the last
glacial maximum. Period II was a period of increasing warmth and dryness
which lasted from 15,000 to 8,000 years ago. Period III reached a stage
of maxin,m .waemth and drynress by 4,000 years ago. Period IV, from 4,000
to present, exhibited a roturui to a more noist and cool clinate.
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Housser (1952), on the basis of his pollen analysos, has divided
tho post-Mankato period into five soctions. Period I from 8,000 to
6,000 years ago was cool and moist. Poriod II, from 6,000 to 5,000
years ago, was a tino when the climate was beginning to becomo warm and
dry. Pcriod III, from 5,000 to 2,000 years, saw a continuation of the
warming and drying to a climax. During Poriod IV, 2.,000 to 200 years
ago, there was a return to a wetter and cooler climate. Glaciers re-
treated during Period V, which he datos as boginning 200 years ago.

Although the acquence of events presented by these two palynologists
correspond quite woll, the dates they give those ovents do not. Hansen
tends to follow the chronology presontod by Antevs (1948) while Housser
accepts the recent radi.ocarbon date of about 11,000 years for the Manka-
to (Johnson, 1951). Heusser uses the C14 date as a point of departure
for his chronology, after somc nodifications. More will be said later
concerning Antevs' chronology and the radiocarbon dato for the Mankato.

The utilization of vulcanolgy, changos in land elevation, and veg-
etation as tine and clinate indicators in the Pacific Coast region of
Alaska have not as yet beon developod sufficiently to give any extensive
chronology of Pleistocone and post-Pleistocone events. Tho data preson-
ted by these studies may be considored at the prosent time to be of a
supporting nature to those chronologies developed by other means.

Since the various chronologies presentod in this paDer tend to bear
out Antevst presentation of a three-part climatic sequence for that por-
iod of time which ho calls the Noothorial, it seems Justifiable to at-
tempt to chronologically oquato tho elements of these separato sequencos
with the corresponding olcments of Ahtevs' Neothermal period (see Tablo
I). In Table I eight chronologies are marked so as to show my interpro-
tation of then relative to Antovs' Noothermal periods. It will bo noted
that Hanson' s Poriods II and III are considerably in excoss of Anteva'
Anathermal and Altithernal poriods. This may be oxplained by the fact
that Hansen has taken the ostimate of 18,000 to 20,000 years ago as the
end of the Pleistocone (Hansen, 1947, p. 113), and since the location
of sites from which his sedimentary colurms wore obtained are, for the
most part, outaide of tho range of continental glaciation, it is expec-
table to got a record of vegetational growth rolatively sooner after thoe
beginning of tho post-Ploistocone deglaciation than in those areas orig-
inally covered by continental ico. In other words, it Is expectable for
local glacier systems to diminish and dio, and for vegetation to extend
over the once glaciated aroas, much earlior in the Pacific Northwest thcan
in northorn Britilsh Columbia or southeastern Alaska. The difforence could
be in terms of thousands of years.

The difference of 1,000 years botwoon Antevst Altithermal and Hansen's
Poriod III cannot easily bo explained, except to point out that Hansen's
datos aro only estimates. Since they are not based directly upon varve
counts, or upon C14 datos, a shift to 1,000 years later would not secn to
make any significant differonce in the chronology. Antovs (1948, p. 175)
also points out that the ago of maximum tonperaturo neod not have beon
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fully contunrporanuous in various parts of the world.

In Table I Kerr' s Poriods I and II have been correlated with tho
Anathermal, even though Poriod I is supposed to be a period of intenst,
alpine glaciation. Since Period I is followed by a warm and dry per-
iod, tho two periods are oquatable with the Anathermal, which begins
cool and moist,but grades into a warm and dry climate. Kerr's Period
III, in which the warn and dry climate reached a maximum, clearly cor-
responds to Antovs' Altithermal. The rather extreme discrepancy in the
dating of these two periods, however, presents a problem. This differ-
ence in dates might be explainod by the differonce in goographic loca-
tion, and Kerr's lack of any precise method of obtaining his dates. It
is expectable, in my opinion, to find a lag in doglaciation in northern
British Columbia and southeastern Alaska behind deglaciation in contral
and eastern North America. This factor is elaborated upon by Housser
and is presented below.

The use of the C14 date of about 11,000 yoars ago for tho Mankato
has allowod Heusser to claim a lag in deglaciation in southeastern Alas-
ka behind that of the rotreat of ice toward the Laurontide center. This
was done on the ground that the Cordilleran center was close to southeas-
tern Alaska and was much thicker than the edge of the Laurontide sheet
in eastorn North Anerica. The point is that tho thin ice cap would re-
treat at a greater rate than the thick Cordilleran cap. Heussor estima-
tes that it would take about 3,000 years before pollen sedimentation
could begin in southoastern Alaska after the Mankato peak. If Antevs
(1953, p. 219) is correct in dating the Mankato at about 19,000 years
ago, Heusser must be dealing with some glacial advance subsequont to tho
Mankato. It might be that, instead of speaking of the Mankato, he is in
reality considering a local manifestation of tho Cochrane advance, which
Antovs datos at slightly more than 10,000 years ago. Only continued in-
vestigations in the area can resolve this problem.

Housser's chronology presonts another problem when an attempt is
made to correlato his Period III with Antevs' beginning dato for the
Medithermal. Housser's Period III ends 2,500 years aftoer Antevsl Alti-
thermal comes to an end and the Medithornal begins. It is not difficult
to visualize the lag in deglaciation but it is less easy to understand
why there should be such a lag in a return to a cool and moist climate.
Hoat and dryness are not unaffectod by a roversal of climato to the
sane degree as is a tremendously thick ice cap. This is particularly
true when the change to a warmer and drier clinate (i.e., the Anather-
mal) came about slowly, while the change to a more noist and cool cli-
mate (i.e., the Medithermal) was much more rapid. It Is, therefore,
difficult to see how Heusser' s Period III could have continued to be
warming and drying 2,500 years after the maximum had beon passed, as
determined by Antevs and represented by his Altithermal period. It
does not seem likely that southeastern Alaska should continue to have
a warm, dry climate while the romainder of North America had long since
undergone a reversal of temperature and moisture conditions. In the
light of tho 1orogoi-, it would seen advisable for Heusser to review
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his Period III and sue if it could not be ruducod to a duration of 1,000
years, or loss. This would extond -his Period IV back in timo and allow
it to coincido temporally with Antevs' Medithormal.

Heusser (1953) interprets the C14 date of 3,500250 years (Kulp, ut
al., 1952) from wood buried in a muskeg near Junoau as dating the therm-
al maximum in southeastern Alaska. According to Heusser this date does
not, however, indicate the termination of this period. If one assumes,
nevertheless, that this C14 date expresses tho approxinate end of tho
thermal maximum, then the beginning of Heousser' s Poriod IV, if set at
this date, more nearly coincides with the beginning of Antevs' Medither-
mal. The beginning date for-this period, according to Houssor, is not
provided by tho C14 date of 1,790t285 years (Kulp, et al., 1951) for
buried wood from the outwash of the Mondenhall Glacier; it morely dates
tho valloy segment of the "littlo ice age" for this vicinity.

If the C14 dato of about 3,500 yoars ago is accepted as thu begin-
ning of Heusser' s Period IV, there is still a gap of about 1,000 years
between it and the beginning of tho Meditherral. One cannot oxpect an
exact correlation, since local climatic conditions in southeastern Alas-
ka at the present, and in the past, could account for a discrepancy of
this magnitude. That local climatic conditions must be taken into ac-
count is attested by the present extent of glaciation in southwestern
and southeastern Alaska. This is, in fact, probably one of the major
considerations which must be kept in mind when one attempts to make cor-
relations of the past climates of the Pacific Coast rogion of Alaska
with other regions of the northern hemisphere.

The chronological outline of Wolf Creek glacial history presented
by Sharp (1951, p. 100, Table I) closely follows Antevs' division of
the Neothermal. He spoaks of a late Wisconsin glaciation followed by
a latest Wisconsin, or possibly post-Wisconsin advance. It is likely
that theso glacial advances represent mnifostations of the Mankato
and Cochrane advancos, respectively. It can be assumed that the period
between corresponds to Anteva' period of deglaciation. If, however, the
two glacial periods with a deglacial intorval are so equated, the per-
iod botween the later glaciation and the warming and drying period (the
xerothermic interval) must be accounted for. It can be accounted for,
howeaver, in the same way that Heusser accounts for a lag in the initial
postglacial pollen sedimentation of his Period I, as has been doscribed
in a foregoing section. Sharp's xerothormic interval is thus equatablo
with Anteve' Anathermal and Altithermal. If the lag of several thou-
sand years in deglaciation is accepted, Sharp's period agroes toeporally
quite well with Anteve' first two periods of the Noothjrral. The cool
period following the xerothermic interval is in near toriporal agreement
with Anteva' Medither al poriod.

Tho chronology presented by P w' (1953) dates oarly Wisconsin as
older than 18,000 years, and the early phase of the late Wisconsin as
being older than 8,000 years, and younger than 14,000 years. The recent
period thon would oxtend back to about 8,000 years ago. P6w6 considers



the latest major glaciation to have occurred about 11,000 years ago; sub-
sequent to that time the climate was warming until about 4,000 years ago,
when it became cool. P6we thus ends the Wisconsin at about 8,000 years
ago but begins the period of warming after the last major glaciation a-
bout 11,000 yoars ago. His warming period equates rather closely with
Antevs' Anathermal and Altithermal, while his cool period equates close-
ly with the Meditherl. The fact that there is a difference of about
3,000 years between the beginning of P6w6' s warning period and Housser' s
period of initial pollen sedimentation may be explained as bofore. The
climate could be warming slowly for several thousand years before the ice
thinned and retreated sufficiently to allow vegetation to grow and pro-
duce pollen for a sedimentary record. The geographic location of the
pollen sediment stations would, of course, have some bearing upon when
the CLinvestigated was first capable of producing a pollen record.
It lme been pointed out in a previous section that this was possible,
according to Heusser, about 8,000 years ago in southeastern Alaska. We
Iave also seen that the postglacial warm period began shortly after
11000 years ago, according to Pewe. The fact appears to be that the
two phenomena need not be mutually exclusive for areas such as south-
eastern Alaska. The problem with this reasoning, however, is that ono
must accept the date of 11,000 years for the date of the last major gla-
ciation. Since Pewe apparently accepts this date and doos not consider
Antevs' date of 19,000 years for the Mankato, tho reasoning seens sound.
If, however, one accepts 19,000 years ago as the date of the last major
glaciation, he must account for about 11,000 years before Housser's pol-
len sediments begin collecting. This can be done by equating the "last
major glaciation" mentioned by Pewe and the "later glaciation" noted by
Sharp with some manifestation of Antevs' Cochrane interval. If thc
Cochrano can be equated with a similar event in Scandinavia (Antovs,
1953), it seems possible to note the equivalent in Alaska. Possibly
current observers have mistaken this interval for the Mankato.

In Table I two chronological sequences have been addod to the list
in order to provide a wider perspective on the ordering of climatic
events in post-Wisconsin times. One is a record of cliatic events ob-
tained from sediment core samples taken from tho ocean floor in the North
Atlantic (Bramlotte and Bradley, 1940). The other is a climatic record
obtainod in the same manner from the Southoastern Pacific (Hough, 1953).
Hough (J953, Fig. 3) has made a comparison of these two rocords which I
have presented with little modification in Table I.

The correlation between these two records is quite consistent both
as to chronology and temperature. The record of the last 10,000 years
for both serios apparently can be divided into three component elements
which closely corrospond temporally and climiatically to the three parts
of Antevs' Neothermal poriod. Since theso two records obtained fro= the
ocoan floor come from points greatly distant one from the other, their
relatively close correlation in regard to time and type of climate for
the last 10,000 years is significant. Theso records demonstrate that
climatic chMnges may be synchronous over great distancos. These rocords
give suprort to t.ho othnia squonces discussed in this paper, i.e., thos&
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sequencCs having a correspondence with Antevl' three-part Noothernal
period.

For a future rofinomont and substantiation of these two rocords it
seems imperative, however, that a series of ocean bottom sedimont core
samples be taken in various strategic places throughout tho ocoans of
the world.

The presentation of a precise chronology of Pleistoceno and post-
Pleistocono events in the Pacific Coast region of Alaska depends upon
which authority one chooses to oendorse. It is apparent that a systoe
based on the C14 date of about 11,000 years for the Mankato advanco is
not compatible with that system based on Antevs' determination of tho
Mankato at about 19,000 years through varve counts and compilations.
One may choose the radiocarbon findings, or one taay accept the reliabil-
ity of' varve counts and conpilations.

It has been my personal inclination to use Antevs' Neotherxal por-
iod with its three-part division as a method of delimiting the post-
Pleistocene period, because I find its divisions useful for descriptiveo
purposes, even though sme of its limitations can be rocognized. QuiWby
(1954) also uses Antevs' threo-part Noothermal period for oriontation
and descriptive purposes, but he does not consider it to be post-Wiscon-
sin in time as ovidenced by his discussion of "Wisconsin glaciation" up
to 500 B. C. (Quimby, 1954, p. 329). In this lattor respect ho follows
Flint's (1947, pp. 208-210) ideas with regard to the extent of the Pleis-
tocene into rocent tines. I feel that Quimby's compromise is a good one
for the purposes to which he has put it.

From a variety of reports in a numbor of related fields, a chrono-
logical sequence of climatic ovents has been pieced together for the Pa-
cific Coast region of Alaska (Table 1). In basic outline the climatic
events agree with the sequence presented by Antevs, especially for his
Neothernal period. Most authorities agroe that a glacial advance oc-
curred in northeastern North America about 10,000 years ago, and that
this same cold period was noted in other parts of North America includ-
ing the West and Northwost. This same period of glacial advance and/or
colder climate has been noted in Europe as well. It has been datod by
the radiocarbon method (Libby, 1952, pp. 675, ,678-679; Arnold and Libb,y,
1951, pp. 117-118) and except by Antevs is generally considorod as dat-
ing the Mankato period of glacial advance. Antevs rocognized a cold
period at about this timo, but he associates it with the Cochrane ad-
vance and relegates the Mankato to a time of about 19,000 years ago.

As noted above I havo presented an eight-unit table of post-Wiscon-
sin climatic events and chronologies. The table is so constructod as to
attempt an equation of the events and chronologies of soven of these
units with the chronology of events presonted by Antevs. Diffcrences in
the chronologies can be accounted for, at least in part, by the fact
that the investigators are ofton roporting fron distinct geographical re-
gions, and none but the basic elements of the chronologies could be
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uxpactod to approach agreemont. All-in-all, howevor, thu relationships
of the various sequences to each othor aro clearly apparont and are nean-
ingful. In othor words, climatic changes can be demonstratod to have oc-
curred throughout widespread areas at about the same time. Once this is
domonstrat*d it is possible to transfer certain knowledge from known ar-
eas to lesser known regions. That is to say, known glacial chronologies
and events of northeastern North Amorica or Europe can, for exanplo, be
equated with considerablo surety with similar evonts in northwestern
North America. This is useful for obtaining a comprehensive picture of
post-Wisconsin contemporaneous climatic activities in all rogions of
North America.

It has been disturbing in ny investigations to noto a major differ-
ence of opinion between two of the leading authorities on glacial gool-
ogy--Ernst Antevs and Richard F. Flint. It has been disturbing bocause
if one intonds to temporally correlato cortain climtic events in the
Great Lakes rogion and northeastern North America with evonts in the Pa-
cific Coast region of Alaska, tho dates those men assign to the Mankato,
for example, show a discrepancy of about 9,000 years' If one is inter-
ested in that region of Alaska a difference in time of that magnitudo is
serious. Simply stated, Anteva dates tho Mankato and tho later Cochrane
advances by means of varvo counts and compilations (Antovs, 1953). His
correlation of the Cochrane advance with tho Fonno-Scandian advance of
the Younger Dryas-Salpausolka ago, which has beon datod by varve counts
as onding 10,150 yoars ago, scoms roasonable in the light of the data ho
preosnts. His dates and corrolations, however, can express only the de-
greo of accuracy ono can obtain through uso of this system. Antevs
(1953, pp. 225-226) belioves that a careful and compotont investigator
can obtain oxcollont results fron varve analysis and correlation. Flint,
on the other hand, is sonowhat more roserved and statos: "Tho whole mat-
tor of the reliability and usefulness of varve correlation is at present
in an unsatisfactory state" (Flint, 1947, p. 397). It would soom that
it is here we find the basic difference of opinion betwoen these two men
with regard to dating the Mankato substage and the Cochrane advance.

Those students who consider the Mankato to have a date of about
10,000 -yoars, instead of the 1i9,000 proposed by Antevs, obtain one of
their datos from tho Two Creeks forest bed in Wisconsin, which has a rad-
iocarbon date of approximatoly 11,000 years (Arnold and Libby, 1951, pp.
117-118). The Two Creeks intorval was a warm period between the Cary
substage and the Mankato substage of the Wisconsin. Antovs has the fol-
lowing to say about the C14 date for tho Two Crooks bed:

Tho date of 11,000 inplios that the maximum was a correl-
altivo of tho Fenno-Scandian noraines (the Salpauselka stage).
It implies that the North American ice sheet still extended in-
to the Great Lakos when the European ice sheot had entirely dis-
appeared, for this ice did so 2,000 or more years after it de-
parted fron Salpausr,.lka II, judging fron the fact that it had
withdrawn to Stugun, 1450 km. north of Stockholm] 1,364 years
aftor that daparturo. ?Inelly, since 5,025 varves havo been
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counted between tho Valdors maximum and the Cochrane stage and
since estimates raise the minimum duration of tho interval to
7,700 years, there would be less than 3,300 years le:ft for tho
Cochrane oscillation, the subsequent 575-miles retreat to the
Labrador ice conter, and the time since the conter became ico-
free. Since all of these implications aro unreasonable, we con-
clude that the radiocarbon date of the Two Creeks forest bod
cannot be correct" (Antevs, 1953, p. 219).-

With respect to the Two Creeks interval, Quinby interprets three
radiocarbon dates of wood obtained from glacial deposits on Skunk River,
Iowa, and one of wood from sediments of Lake Agassiz near Moorchoad,
Minnesota (samples C-664, C-653, C-596, and C-497 respectively) as plac-
ing "The Mankato noraine and the Des Moines lobe... earlior than the
Valders climax, and earlier than the end of the Two Crooks intorval as
registered in Wisconson" (Quimby, 1954, p. 320). Ono of the sanples
(C-664) by this interprotation Is about 3,000 years older than the Two
Croeks sample (C-497). This is a rather great span of tine considering
that the Two Creeks interval is generally thought to precede the Manka-
to. Another sample (C-596) considered by Quinby to bo of Mankato times
is, however, only about 500 years earlier than the Two Creeks samiplo.
A third sample (C-630) considered to be of Mankato tines is about 600
years younger than the Two Croeks sample. We thus see that by ,uimby' s
interpretation the Mankato substage (or portions of it) antodates the
Two Crooks interval by as much as 3,000 years, and postdatos it by as
much as 600 years.

As notod above Antevs and Flint are not in agrooment on the date
for the Cochrane advance, which occurrod sometimo after the withdrawal
of the Mankato ice. Flint spoaks of peat and inorganic sediments found
botween two tills in the area southwest of Janes Bay (on Hudson Bay). He
suggests that the overlying till was deposited by a very late readvanco
of the northward shrinking glacier margin and that it "may date fron
late in the Wisconsin age" (Flint, 1953, p. 914). It will be recalled
that Flint considers the Wisconsin to extend up until present tino. It
can be supposed that this top till is a manifostation of the Cochrane
advance. Flint would apparently give a tentativo date of about 2,000
yoars ago, or less, for the ago of this till (Flint, 1953, pl. 3). Antcvs,
on the other hand, has given a date of about 10,000 yoars ago to the Coch-
rane advance.

In line with the basic difference of opinion between Antovs and Flint
as to the dato of the Mankato and Cochrane periods of glacial advance, the
following quoto fron Flint is given:

Radiocarbon dating has established beyond reasonable doubt
the equivalonceo of the Two Creeks peat horizon in the Lake Mich-
igan region to the widespread Allerod horizon in Europe. It
follows that the climatic fluctuation that resulted in the All-
erod-Two Crooks interval of relative warmth was connon to both
North America and Europe. The basis of belief that Pleistocene
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climatic changes in general were contemporaneous over both con-
tinents is thoroby strongthnod,

Comparison of stratigraphic sequence within the Wisconsin
glacial stage in Anerica with those of the Newer Drift in Bri-
tain and the Weichsel drift in Continental Europe, its presumed
equivalents, reveals striking similarities. These constitute a
reasonable basis for the belief that the sane sequence of gla-
cial substages characterizes both continents. It is likely,
therefore, that the same series of climatic fluctuations affec-
ted both continents sinultaneously during the Wisconsin glacial
age (Flint, 1951, p. 1438).

Antevs would not quarrel with the fact that the sane sequonce of gla-
cial substages can be observed both in Europe and in North Anerica. How-
ever, since he believes the Cochrane to correlate with the Fenno-Scandian
advance of the Younger Dryas-Salpauselka age it would be impossible for
him to consider the C14 date for the Two Creeks bed to be correct. If ho
considers this radiocarbon date to be in error he cannot equate the Two
Creeks bed with the European Allerod age. What he actually does is to
place the Allorod at a point in tine shortly before the Cochrane (as ho
defines the Cochrane) .

That there has been sone uncertainty as to the validity of the C14
datos for the Two Creeks beds and other similarly derived geological
datos, is denonstrated by the recent release of a series of radiocarbon
dates by the U. S. Geological Survey. Suess (1954, p. 467) states spec-
ifically that "The ages of nost of the sanples were deternined for the
purpose of dating pre-Mankato substages of the last Glaciation". Pre-
suning that the deposits from which the sanples have been collectod are
correctly geologically identified, the C14 dates (e.g., W-88, W-92, W-91)
suggest a date of 18,000 to 21,000 years ago,, or longer, for the Tazewell
substage. Late Cary (the following substage) samples (W-57, W-58) fron
different counties in Indiana have the same C14 date of slightly more
than 12,000 years.

The U. S. Geological Survey has also made two determinations on wood
obtainod from the type locality of the Two Creeks forest bed, in order to
make a "direct comparison with samples from the Allerod-Younger Dryas
boundary in Denmark" (Suess, 1954, pp. 471-472). The average date of the
two samples is 11,307+100 years which is almost identical to the average
of five samples dated by Arnold and Libby (1951, pp. 117-118) from the
sauo organic deposit. If the Two Creeks bed has been correctly identified
as to its geologic position the case appears quite strong in favor of the
dato of 11,000 years for the age of this bed and, thus, for the interval
Just preceding the Mankato substage.

The Geological Survey has also tested "two samples fron the pollen-
zone bound.ary II/III denoting the beginning of the colder clinate of the
Younger Dryas arid tho end of the relatively warm Allerod fluctuation" in
Deinark (Suess, 1954, p. 472). Their rosults are closely conparable to
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those of the Danish Goological Survey (Anderson, at al., 1953, p. 8).
fron theso investigations it would seoe that thore is a climiatic and to=-
poral corrolation between the Two Crooks Forest bad doposits and the Dan-
ish Allorod-Younger Dryas boundary as revealod by the radiocarbon dates.

In accepting C14 dates for geological dating one nust also be aware
that not all of tho dated sauplos find closo agroenent with tho geologi-
cal determinations. An honost invostigator nust not accopt only those
dates which "fit" but he must also be aware of those dated samples which
do not "fit", For oxample,a sample collectod near central Ohio in Lick-
ing County has a dato of 16,100+850. "All indications are that the logs
wore swept up and deposited by the Tazewell advanco and tho surfaco cov-
orod with thin outwash frorm the Johnstown Moraine in Cary times" (Libby,
1954, pp. 13-14, samplo C-893). Tho recency of this dato suggosts that
either the sample was improperly idontified as to geologic placemnt, or
that the sample was orroneously dated in the laboratory. Probablo orrors
such as this are to be expected in the disciplines of glacial geology and
radiocarbon dating, because of inherent coplexities. However., one must
be aware of the fact that such errors are apt to occur, and that one
should use considerable discretion in the use of the radiocarbon datos.
The casual investigator from outside the field of glacial geology can
hardly hope to make precise interpretations of dates for which ho has
but slight data.

What has been done in the immediately preceding sections is to show
that there is not complete harmony betwoon two authoritios on matters of
glacial geological dating. One is inclined to agree with Quimby who
states that "goologists are just as confused and confusing as archaeolo-
gists"t (Quimby, 1954, p. 319).

Possibly tho presentation by Quimby (1954) is a good example of the
use of the radiocarbon dates (and other data), with the three divisions
of the Neothermal, to provide a sort of synthesis of tho two systems.
The last, or ninth unit of Table I Is along the some lines as Quimby' s
exposition, and is adapted after Flint (1953). In viewing unit 9 (Table
I) it will be seen that the Cary substage and the Two Creeks interval
temporally replace Antevs' Mankato doglacial period. The advance of the
Mankato after the Two Creeks interval temporally replaces Antevs' Coch-
rano and relogates it to a period of about 2,000 and 3,000 yoars ago.
But from the end of the Mankato climax on to the thermal naxinum, the
amelioration of clinate can be corrolated with Antevs' Anathernal and
Altithermal. The Cochrane advance and subsequent cool (modern) climate
fit with Antevs' Medithermal.

In adding the ninth unit to Table I the consequent correlation be-
tween it and the four Alaskan units (titled Kerr, Housser, Sharp, and
P6we) can be observed. For thoso favoring the Anteva system correlations
can be made with it from tho top down; and those favoring a systen based
upon the radiocarbon dates (and other data) may view the chart fron the
base upward (see Table I).
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In conclusion it is possiblv to statQ with assurance that glbcial
gjological investigations in the Pacific Coast rogion of Alaska, liko
those in palynology and archaeology, are in their infancy. Evon Powo,
with all availablo publishud work at his disposal, and. with access to as
yot unpublished work, is not able to produce any procise chronology of
Pleistocono and post-Pleistocene evonts for the Torritory of Alaska.
Thero can be little doubt, after having reviewed considerablo rocent lit-
erature concorneod with this problon, that wo are now en the threshold of
obtaining a much moro completo and coordinated soquence of theso ovonts
for Alaska, and for North America as a whole. Until this goal-is attained,
however, we must utilize present information to form tentative chronolo-

V. Conclusion

Tho original problen with which this paper was concerned was to at-
tempt to obtain a chronology of climatic events in late glacial and post-
glacial tines, in order to suggost when it was Rossible for human beings
to take up residonco in southwestern and southeastern Alaska. The re-
sults of investigation have demonstrated that the soluence of clinatic
events in the various regions of the Pacific Co st of Alaska has been
the sane in its broader aspects, but the ehron4 y of these events has
not always been closely,comparable. Differen~ n the chronologies can
be ascribed prinarily to the differonce in law oe of the rogions for
which the various chronologies have been ohtai±<-t An oxanple is the
difference i.r age of the earliest post-Wisconsin 'ollon sediments ob-
tained outside the limit of continental glaciation in the Pacific North-
west, as comparod to those obtained near Juneau, in southeastern Alaska.
Aecording to the palynological authorities for the respective regions,
the Pacific Northwest began its record of pollen sodinonts about 7,000
years before those of the Juneau area.

Tho importance of latitude ir, the preservation of accumulations of
glacial ice is clearly dononstrated on the Pacific Coast of North Anmri-
ca by the tremendous residue of ice still in existonce between Latitudes
580 and 62o i Alaska and Canada.. In comparisQn, the Pacific Northwost
area of the ted States exhibits glaciers on only a few large nountain
peaks. This is true even though the precipitation for each season in
both regions is closely comparable.

Once it is evident that differencos in tino of deglaciation on tho
Pacific Coast of Alaska and British Colunbia are due prinarily to lati-
tude, it becomes nuch easier to understand Yhy it is necessary to con-
struct a separato chronological sequonce of clinatic ovents for each of
the various regions involved.

There can be little doubt that the pattorn of the previous deglacia-tion in post-Wisconsin times was identical, or very closely comparable,
1o thtnpillItdlcttl.t i onut.hecstern and ecuth-western Alaska, as
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exhibited by the extent of glaciation currently observable. The farther
southwest, and southeast, one goes along the coast from the vicinity of
Prince Willian Sound, for exanple, the fewer glaciers and ice fields one
can see. As one night expect, the more southerly regions were first to
ecome free of the Wisconsin ice, while the region farthest north on the
Pacific Coast of Alaska is still heavily covered with fields of glacial
ice.

It nust bo rermembered, however, that the present ice fiolds in the
Pacific Coast region of Alaska are not rennants of the Wisconsin advances,
but are the residue of a relatively smll ice advance of approximately
3,000 years ago. This period of ice advance is sometimes referred to as
the "little ice age". Before this advance, the glaciers in Alaska had
retreated a greater distance than have the present glaciers (see "Juneau
Area" in Section III above). It may also be recalled that the last gla-
ciation of Wisconsin times was not very extensive when compared to thoso
of early Wisconsin tines. It was, how¢ever, of greater magnitudo than the
advance of 3,000 to 4,000 years ago.

Approximately 10,000 years ago there was a glacial advance in Alaska
which sone students consider to be the last major advance of Wisconsin
times, i.e., the Mankato. They base their considerations upon the ro-
sults of radiocarbon dating. Other students believo that the Mankato ad-
vance occurred about l9,000 years ago, basing their belief upon varve
counts-and conpilations. These latter believe that the glacial advance
of 10,1300 years ago was the Cochrane oscillation, or some nifestation
of it. Since the physical remains of these two advances are quite dis-
tinct and separate in eastern North Anerica, there can be no confusion
as to their physical identity. The error has been in the dating of tho
remains. So far thore has been no.consideration of the Cochrane advance
in the glacial geological investigations in tho Pacific Coast of Alaska;
consequontly the last major glacial advance has been considered to be re-
lated to that of the Mankato. Radiocarbon dates for this advanxce indi-
cate that it occurred about 10,000 years ago. There still renains a
question as to whether it was related to the Mankato or was some manifes-
tation of the Cochrane advance. Regardless of terminology, howover, it
is important to know that there was an advance at this tine and that it
can be mado to serve as a point from which chronologies of events of do-
glaciation may begin.

It has been repeatedly pointed out in preceding sections that the
glacial advance of about 10,000 years ago was a relatively conservative
advance. For exanple, it is believed that Cook Inlot was not fillod with
glacial ice, and that the glaciers wore only extonsive enough to fill
Tustumena Lake and Kachemak Bay on the Konai Peninsula. Remains of this
advance, in the form of moraines, indicate that the glaciers extended on-
ly about 15 miles out from tho Alaska Range and Kenai Mountain fronts,
and only to the mouth of the Matanuska Valley northeast of Anchorage.

Due to the conservative aspects of this advance, it is to be expec-
ted that, although much of the vegetation of the Pacific Coast rogion was
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destroyed by the ice advance, the various forns were able to maintain
thensolves, though possibly in rofugia. Those rennant floral assenblages
would sorvo as points of dispersal when the ice again began its retreat.
The coincident retreat of tho ico and the advance of the vegetation oc-
curred at different times in the various areas of the Pacific Coast. It
has been pointed out above that latitude is a major factor in providing
a difference in time for the retreat of the ice in the various regions of
the Pacific Coast.

Fron the data presonted in the foregoing sections of this paper and
from the chronologies presented in Table I, it is possible to present the
following chronologies for the various regions of the Pacific Coast of A-
laska, and for several neighboring areas. It is obvious that these chron-
ologies can be only tentative arrangements owing to the fact that the sci-
ontific investigations bearing upon this topic are in their infancy in the
Territory of Alaska.

Deglaciation can be considered to be significant in a rogion when the
ice has receded sufficiently to allow vegetation to grow in the onceo gla-
ciated areas and allow pollen to be deposited to record its presence.
Peat or similar vogetal naterial will also, of course, give a rocord of
deglaciation or climatic change.

Because of its position south of the limit of continental glaciation
(at least the naJor portion of it) tho Pacific Northwest began and/or con-
tinued its history of pollen deposition at a tine when the rogions farther
to the north wore still glaciated. Bogs and marshes which cane into being
due to t.fie deglaciation of ico-covered areas of the Pacific Northwost bo-
gan trapping pollen about 15,000 years ago. This, then, is the dato for
tho recession of the last najor glaciation-in this region. The advance
of about 10,000-12,000 years ago, so inportant farther north, appears to
have beon of slight significance in the Pacific Northwest of the Unitod
States. Although the glacial systems were rejuvenated at this time in
the Pacific Northwest, it is not recorded in thc chronology of evonts
presented by Hanson (1947).

Although prociso data are lacking, it is possible that the entire
region of the Pacific Coast became deglaciated, at least to a degree c-
qual to the present position, before the time of the last extensive gla-
cial advance of about 10,000 years ago. This cannot be deternined, how-
oevor, until the various students interested can reach agreement on the
dates and occurrence of the several most recont glaciations.

Deglaciation from the advance of about 10,000 years ago probably
occurred about 9,000 years ago on the southorn Northwest Coast and about
8,000 years ago in southeastern Alaska. In the Yakutat Bay area and in
the Prince Willian Sound region the deposition of pollen sediments may
not have begun until about 6,000 years ago.

From ovidence presented previously, there is sonm reason to believe
that ilear Anchorage local conditions provailed which allowed a record of
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poat deposition to bogin as long ago as about 13,000 years, or possibly
oven earlier. This would suggest that the advanco of icc of about 10,000-
12,000 years ago ofton did not engulf local rogions such as those in the
vicinity of Anchorago. It would be from areas such as these that vegeta-
tion in refugia could spread out ovor adjacent areas after they were re-
loased from the retreating ice.

Tho Cook Inlet rogion nay have become doglaciatud sufficiently to
record pollon deposition by 8,000 or 9,000 years ago. In viow of the
fact that the glacial advance of about 10,000 years ago was relatively
conservative it is quito likely that at tho lower olovations the vogota-
tion was not overrun by the advanco of the ico. This would also quite
likely be true for aroas of southeastern Alaska, and particularly so for
tho southarn Northwest Coast.

Kodiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula underwont deglaciation and
floral advance at about the sane tine as the Cook Inlot aroa, or even
earlier. The Aleutian Islands recovered from the glacial advance at a-
bout the sauo tine as the southern Northwest Coast, if presont lack of
glaciers and latitude nay be taken as critoria. It has evon beon sug-
gested (Bank, 1953c) that ace of these islands cacaped completo Pleis-
tocene glaciation and served as refuges for the flora which has subso-
quently spread ovor the other islands, which woro glaciated.

It is realized that these dates for the deglaciation of tho vari-
ous regions of tho Pacific Coast are not too preciso, but under the cir-
cumatances I believe thoy are currently valid and are quite useful for
obtaining a cloarer picture of post-Wisconsin climatic evonts.

With the retreat of the ice, a successional trend in vegetation oc-
currod upon tho icoe-free land. The rate of advanco and the rato of suC-
cossional change would depend upon a multitude of factors, but undor nor-
nal conditions a climax forest of spruce and hemlock could be expected in
southeastern Alaska, for example, within a poriod of soveral hundrod years,
or possibly within 500 Years. Roforestation would be groatly facilitatod
if the forost assenblage continued within tho region in refugia.

With the expansion of the flora one would normally expect an influx
of animals. With both plants and animals of suitable quantity and typo,
the scone is sot for the entrance of hurans into the Pacific Coast oI' A-
laska. Man's entry into any of the various regions of the Pacific Coast
of Alaska, howovor, probably depended upon one very important factor.
This factor is the previous arrival of tho various spocios of salmon.
The arrival of the s^.mcmn, in turn, must depend upon an iniportant factor.
SaImon will not spawn in glacial stream which are carrying silt in any
appreciable concentrations. The water must be clear or they will not
ascend tho streams to spawn. Without the salmon all those anirmals so do-
pendent upon then will not occur.

It is quite probable that soon after deglaciation began, some stmc-ans
were of such a nature that they did not carry loads of silt, and were thus



suitablo for salmon. Possibly many streans on the Pacific Coast of Alas-
ka and British Colunbia never ceased to be salmon stroans during the ad-
vance of ice of 10,000-12,000 years ago. These would, in a sense, servo
as refuge strem for the salmon.

Thero is no reason to believe that hunans could not have occupied
at least parts of the Pacific Coast of Alaska before the glacial advanco
of 10,000 years ago. When more data are obtained for this period thoy
might show that habitation was possible for the entire region; however,
the data are more precise since about 10,000 years ago, so it is possible
to suggest more precise dates since then for tho human occupation of tho
various areas of this region. Even the currently most heavily glaciated
rogion of the coast, of which Yakutat Bay is the approximate contor, pro-
bably was sufficiently deglaciated and populated with necossary types of
flora and fauna to allow human occupation by about 6,000 years ago. It
mLust be kept in mind that not all areas are oven yet suitable for humian
habitation. These areas do, however, border habitable areas. The Aleu-
tian Islands and the southern Northwest Coast wore probably habitable a-
bout 8,000 or 9,000 years ago and possibly, like the Anchorage area, dur-
ing and before the advance of about 10,000 years ago.

In a previous section dealing with archaeology it was pointed out
that the oldest known cultural manifestations on tho Pacific Coast of A-
laska are from Nikoleki on Uhnak Island in the Aleutians. The lowor lev-
e18 have been dated by the radiocarbon method and have an age of about
3,000 yoars. Earlier remains have not been recorded for one of two ob-
vious reasons: they have not been found; or they do not exist. As it
has been denonstrated that it is possible for earlier remains to be pre-
sent, it might be profitable to discuss why they have not been found.

As previously noted, archaeological investigation in the Pacific
Coast region of Alaska is in its beginning stages. So far, only the
noro obvious archaeological sites have been recordod, and only a rela-
tively small number of these dug. Early sites will be more easily loca-
tod in the Aleutian Islands for reasons previosuly given, viz., thoy are
less obscurod and more roadily observable. On the northern Northwest
Coast postglacial activity such as erosion and deposition may have con-
tributed to the destruction of early camp and village sites. The rais-
ing of the land during the last few thousand years may have elevated for-
mer beach sites, which have then been heavily covered with tinber. The
rank growth of vagetation on the entire Northwost Coast makes the find-
ing ad recording of evon relatively recent archaeological sites diffi-
cult. The fact that no oarly sites have been recorded for southeastern
Alaska. is no reason to assume that sites with considerable antiquity nay
not uventually be found when archaeological work is expanded in the re-
gion. Visiting likely spots on raised beach lines on the Northwest Coast
night produce sites of greater antiquity than presently recorded.

The discovery of the oldest sites in southeastern Alaska is yet in
the future. The method that will Pmbably have to be usod to find then
ist.9 n titedie eteR by BRwk for the Aleutian Islands. "It is
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entirely possible that future roconaissance will uncovor thu oldest sites
on...uplifted boaches, and it nay be that here is where tho true beginning
of Aleut culture will have to be sought" (Bank, 1953c, p. 502).

Investigations of a proliminary nature can be undertaken without go-
ing into the field by studying aerial photographs prepared by the Fedoral
governmont (if available). From the aerial photographs an itinerary can
bo dovelopod for a terrestrial archaeological site survey. It would be
necessary for each student working in an area to utilize the photographs
for this purpose so that tho trenendous task could be expedited. Whon
each student had prepared an itinerary for his local area, rogion, or is-
land, he could furthor elininate the nocossity of terrestrial obsorvation
by first flying over the critical areas to bo checked. Upon closer ob-
sorvation fron the air it night becone obvious that areas which soeeed
likely habitation areas from the aorial photographs (usually taken fron
high altitudes) would not be worthwhile visiting from tho ground. In this
manner the soeningly impossible task of intensively surveying southwestern
and southeastern Alaska for archaoological roeains becomes more foasible.
Larson (1950, p. 177) has found this method of site survoy to have "many
advantages".

Although archaeological sites of an antiquity of noro than about
3,000 years havo not as yet been rocorded in the Pacific Coast region of
Alaska, it has been denonstrated in this paper that it is quito likely
that humans could have occupied the region by about 6,000 yoars ago, end
probably nuch earlior in smom areas. Sinco no body of archaeological da-
ta exists which has referonceo to the postglacial period provious to about
3,000 years ago, one can only spoculato on the type of culture and the
method and route of entry of the first humans to the Pacific Coast rogion
of Alaska.

Not only is evidence of ancient man nearly lacking for the Pacific
Coast of Alaska, but his presence is poorly docunontod in tho other re-
gions of the Territory. Sellards notos only four localities which can
be classified as exhibiting possible manifestations of "early man" (Sell-
ards, 1952, P. 5). The first is the one investigated by Frank Hibben at
Chinitna Bay on Cook Inlot. This site, which is being washed away by
wavre action, is composed of a hunus layer containing artifacts, bone and
charcoal. Imbedded in the hunus are tho rer.nants of a forost, including
upright stumps which appear to be resting in their original positions.
Above tho hunus layer is a stratum of nuck which varies from four to twon-
ty-two foot in thickness, and has a loess-like consistency. Near the top
of the muck layor is a 3-inch-thick band of volcanic ash. Tho nuck lay-
or is capped by a deposit of peat varying fron one to six feet in thick-
ness. The ontiro deposit has as a base an iron-stainod clay. It is fron
the surface of this blue clay and the irimediately superirmposed hunus lay-
er that the artifacts are said to occur. The clay may possibly reprosent
a sedinent deposition during a period of glacial advanco. The humus layer
with the forest reDnants cortainly indicates a relatively warm period.
Tho rather thick deposit of nuck lying abovo the hunus and forest debris
is a possiblo indication that the local climate had coased to be relatively
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warm and dry and had becone more cool and noist. The top layer (peat)
suggests a continuance of the cool and moist period, but possibly with sone
amelioration of the climte. InterpretrA from a conservative point of view,
the cultural rermins can be placed temporally during the period of raximum
warmth and dryness which occurred after the last najor glaciation. This
period has been equated with Antevs' Altithermal period in another section
of this paper. If tho artifacts were actually deposited by man upon the
blue clay, they would antedate the warm, dry period., or at least correlate
with its beginning. It is possible that the artifacts, in sme cases, at-
tained the levol of the blue clay through a process of working downward.
This is suggested by the fact that the artifacts occur in the hunus deposit
and. on t of the blue clay. A conservative estimate of the age of the ar-
tifacts from this site would be about 4,000 years. Additional investigation
at the site night suggest a nore ancient date, but for the present the data
do not clearly support a greater antiquity. The chipped stone blades il-
lustrated as having cone from this site (Hibben 1943, pl. 15) arc not un-
like nodern Eakimo specinens, a point which Hibben presents after suggesting
a "Yuna" affinity for the specinens. If further work were carried on at
this site, a cultural and tenporal relationship might be denonstrated betwoon
it and the lower levels of Laughlin' s Nikoleki site.

The second area noted by Sellards with a possible occurrence of early
man is in the vicinity of Fairbanks at various localities in the Tenana and
Yukon River valleys. A Folsom-like point and a fragment of what Hibbon be-
lieves to be an Eden Yuma point have been illustrated (Hibben, 1943, pl.
15). They are said to have come from muck deposits in central Alaska. Al-
though these nucks contain the renains of extinct and fossil fauna, Sellards
points out that "it is not possible to determine the contemporaneity of the
artifacts and fossils" (Sellards, 1952, p. 121). If early man used the ice-
free Yukon River valley as a route of entry into continental North Anerica
(Wormington, 1949, p. 152) then it is not strange that artifacts possibly
attributable to him have beon recovered. As Wormington points out, however,
"incontrovertible proof is still lacking" (Wornington, 1949, p. 152) that
early man did utilize the Yukon River valley as a route of entry.

In passing, it night be well to suggest a further possibility concerning
the site reported by Hibben at Chinitna Bay. If the site is actually older
than about 4,000 years there is a possibility that it night eventually be
correlated with the cultural remains which have been rocovered fron the mucks
of central Alaska. Early mn undoubtedly could have come down the Susitna
River valley to the head of Cook Inlet. This is especially true if conditi-
ons were as they have boen suggosted by this present study, that is, ungla-
ciatod areas in the vicinity of Anchorage and in the lowlands about portions
of Cook Inlet. It has also been pointed out repeatedly in previous sections
that the last major glacial advance is believed to have been quite conserva-
tive relative to previous Pleistocene advances. In early postglacial time8s,
then, it might have been possible for contact to bo made with the Cook In.
let area from central Alaska via the Susitna and Nonana Rivers.
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third early nan find from alaska noted by ;$ellards is n flutud
point found on tho--uppor roaches of the Utukok Rivor in the northwest
corner of Alaska. This surfaco find was reported by Raymiond Thonpson
(1948) and probably demonstrates that e.arly nan had boon in that vicin-
ity at some tine in the past. Until more evidenco is turned up one can
do little moro than spoculate upon the occurronce of this artifact.

The Cape Denbigh flint conplex is the fourth early nan site discussed
by Sellards for Alaska. Although Giddiings (1951) does not intend to iriply
cross-dating of tho Denbigh flint complex matorial with any of the Old
World phases of prehistory, ho does point out that a number of artifact
typos from this conplex resemble Aurignacian work. One of the most inpor-
tant traits of the Denbigh flint cmplex is the occurronco of burins, an
artifact type comon in Aurignacian times in Europe. With rogard to the
Donbigh flint conplex, Collins states that it is "an oarly nicrolithic
culturc with definite Mesolithic affinitios, older than and possibly an-
central to both Eskino and Siberian Neolithic, and also connocted in soLe
way with Folsom and Yuna" (Collins, 1951, p. 459). Collins also be-
liovks that somG sort of a cultural relationship existed between the Den-
bigh flint complex and the later Eskimos who occupied tho samo rogion.
Moro spucifically, he seoe a cortain rolationship betweon the Donbigh
f.lint complex and Ipiutak.

According to David Hopkins (1952, p. 513) tho climate was warrn at
Cape Denbigh during the time the site was first occupied. He suggests
that this waru period night be the sano period dated at about 8,500 years
ago from, nuck north of None. This period was precoded and followod by
colder intervals. Hopkins also suggests the possibility thattht Denbigh
f int complex oxisted, instead, during a pro-Mankato war intervc.l mere
than 10,000 years ago. This warn interval is auggestud to him by datcd
nack near Fairbanks. If the date of about 8,000 years is tak-en, howover,
the Dernbigh flint complex is coeval with the Mosolithic of Europo (Kroo-
ber, lt . p. 662). Upon temporal grounds, therefore, it would be pOSSI-
blo for CoJlins to suggest a relationship between the two, as well as be-
tween the 1o:Thigh flint conplex and tho Folson culture and the "Yuma"
uanifostatiok.-. Upon these same tenporal gro1inrs, howover, it is diffi-
cult to see any relationship between the Denbi.f-, flint cormplex and Ipi-
utak, which has a C14 date of about 1,000 years. Possibly giving tho
true age of tho Donbigh flint conplex, however, aro radiocarbon sauples
C-792 and C-793 (Libby, 1954, p. 140). Tho samplos are dated 3,509t230
(average of two) and 4,658+220 (average of two), respoctivoly. A con-
parison of theso datos with unit 9 of Table I (infra) points out that th$
Denbigh flint cormplex on Norton Sound existod during the thermal naximum,
and possibly into the following period of glacial advance. This agrees
with what Hopkins has said (soe above) with regard to tho clinate bofor.-
md after the occupation of the lower (Denbigh flint complex) portions
of tho Iyatayet site; that is, it was precoded by a cool period and fol-
lowed by anothor, and occupied during a warn poriod. The sito, therefor-.,
would be locatod on the edgdo of tho bay, as it is today, and not far froL.
salt water as it would have boon if tho site had boen occupied during a
cold period whon the sea luvel was lower (due to the fact that so mLuch
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watur was lockad up in the form of glacial ico) (of. Collins, 1953, pp.
199-200).

The rocent C14 datos for the Denbigh flint coraplox indicate that it
was not coeval with the European Mesolithic, but that it still teoporally
precedes Ipiutak by possibly as much as 2,000 years. In this case it
night be postulated that the Denbigh flint complex was a descondont of thc;
Mesolithic and ancestral to Ipiutak. It night also be that tho Donbigh
flint complex and the Folson culture and the "Yuma" nanifostations all
had a comon antecedent.

Other archaeological sites having a cultural affinity with the Den-
bigh flint complex have been reported by Larson (1953). One of those
sites is on the Kukpowruk River, which flows into the Artic Ocean about 40
lilos south of the Utukok River in northwestern Alaska. Another sito is
located on tho Kugururuk River, an upper branch of the Noatak Rivcr. The
headwaters of the Kukpowruk and the Kugururuk Rivers are noar one anothor
and rise in tho Brooks Range. A third sito which is said to produce m-
terial of the Denbigh flint conplex is situated in the Anaktuvuk valley,
245 niles west of the site on the Kugururuk Rivor.

Of the four early man sites discussed by Sellards, it will be noted
that only the Chinitna Bay sito falls within the provinco of the Pacific
Coast region of Alaska. What tho possible relationships are botwoon the
other three early sites and the Pacific Coast region is difficult to say.
It has boon suggested above, howover, that there nay have been a rela-
tionship between the early nan remains (artifacts) from the central Alas-
ka region and the sito at Chinitna Bay on Cook Inlet. With so little ar-
chaoolc<r-; cal data upon which one may draw it is difficult oven to specu-
late cecbut the possible relationships.

Now, in tho light of the above discussions, certain general conclu-
sions can hero bo drawn.

1) It is presuned that the route of early man into continental
North Anorica was along the Yukon River---a presumption which scons v-ost
valid at the present time. The Pacific Coast region of Alaska is peri-
pheral to the Yukon River route and, unlike the latter, is not particu-
larly conducive to overland travel. The insular and fiord.odI coast line
of the Pacific Coast rogion would certainly not be attracttve to ,OOfli.o
oriented to on interior land mammal hunting econony. Good.1ator crs- t
and specialized hurting techniques are necessary for those pcCO'nj320 descr-
ing to live pormanontly on the coast. Duo to the ruggodn.nss a-4 per!-
pheral nature of tho Pacific Coast it seens quito likely that early man
did not occupy tho roegion, although he mjay have visited it upon occasion.

2) Until people with a marine and coastal orientation began appear-
ing in the New World., it is probable that the Pacific Coast of Alaska was
onlly occnatouaJ Ly visited and probably not continuously inhabitod. When
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p?wpl, witi --n kccnony muck, liko that of the historic EskirLo c.ntfirAd th..
rbgion thWy found it to their liking, bocaus^ of the abuidancu of avail-
able food which could 'Se obtainod through usu of their specialized iqjuip-
L.ont and techniques.

3) Thet lower levels of the Nikolski sitt on Urinak Island apparent-
ly contain a culture with a contont closely reserbling that of the uppur
lcevols. In other words, the oldest dated cultural renains noted fron thi.
Pacific Coast of Alaska are in nost rospects quito sirilar to the r.ore rt-
cent roLains. The baso of the Nikolski site has a date of noro than
3,000 years. Since there is no reason to beliove that this will be thE.
nest ancient sito over to be found in this rogion, it is possiblo to su6-
gGst that people with an Eskino-liko culture wore in the Aleutian-Alaska
Poninsula area more than 4,'00 years ago. Pron a clinatic and ecological
point of view, there is no roason to believe that these peoplo could not
have beon in that area 6,000 years ago, or oven longor. It is not expoc-
ted, kowover, that those 0ooplo will have been tho typical hunters of ex-
tinct forrs of land riarnal of continental North Auerica, but probably a
soraewhat later group with a nero naritino oriontation. This is not to
say, however, that there nay not be sone ultiriatu ancestral relationship
botween the two.

4) Due to a lack of any oxtensivo body of evidence, ono can only
speculate about the novernent of these Eskino-like people into southeast-
orn Alaska, and possibly further south. They probably spread out alorng
the coast and islands both to the east and the west, with the extroeitios
being the last to be occupied. Kodiak Island, the Cook Inlot area, Prince
Willian Sound and areas to the southeast were occupied in that order a
relatively short tine aftor the Alaska Peninsula and the oastern Aleutians.
These people and/or clenents of their culture nay possibly have extended
as far south as the Puget Sou'nd aroa. At the sane tine that these Eskino-
like people were spreading out along the coast to the southeast and south
it is probable that Indian groups were noving up the coast toward British
Colurnbia and southeastern Alaska. These novononts were probably of a
rather conplex nature in that they consisted of advances, halts, and re-
treats as well as a coalosconce of peoples and cultures. There wore
probably pressures which pushed people fron tho coast into the interior,
and vice versa. Frorn these novenents and nixtures a basic sort of cul-
ture energed which differod fron the original Eskino-like culture found
quito early in tho Alutians. Additions to this basic Northwest Coast
culture wore probably uadiade3 fron tino to tine fron the north and the south,
and fron the interior. It was fron this b;ockground of nunerous influences
that the protohistoric Northwest Coast culture developed. As it becane;
eoro developed it appears to have expanded both to the north and the south
as woll as to the peripheral interior.

5) The spread of the Eskino-like peoplo and/or their cultural traits
into southeastern Alaska and probably into British Colunbia, or further
south, could have occurred as long ago as 4,000 years, or earlier. The
"ovnront of Indian groups fron the south along thu coast toward th% north
could havo begun eGven earlier than the southward ilevenient of the Eskino-ltk;
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people. Movenent from the coast to the interior, or the reverse, was
possible qaite early and nay have been almost continuously possible in
British Columbia since the retreat of the last glaciation sone 6,000 or
8,000 years ago.

6) It is not within the stated scope of this paper to discuss in
detail the ultinate origin of the Eskino. Such a discussion has been
undertaken by numerous studonts including Steensby (1917), Hatt (1934),
Mathiassen (1927), Kroeber (1939), Collins (1937), de Laguna (19341), and
Birket-Smith and de Laguna (1938). It has been suggested that Eskimo
culture originated inland in the Mackenzie drainage (Steensby, 1917);
other students nore strongly favor the Poring Strait route as a point of
entry of Eskino culture into America (Kroeber, 1939). The likelihood of
cultural exchange between Asia and America via the Aleutian Islands has
been supported by de Laguna (1934), 3irket-Smith and de Laguna (1938),
and Collins (1937). These various viewpoints need not necossarily be
mutually exclusive. During a span of tine of 4.,000 years or longer, a
variety of cultural influences from nunerous sources can be expected to
have presonted themselves to those human groups occupying the Pacific
Coast region of Alaska.

More recently, on the basis of his glottochronology studies, Hirsch
has made suggestions that nay be of interest hero: "the proto-Eskino-
Aleut stock was present in south Alaska over 3,000 years ago, and...
the proto-Eskimo stock was between the latter area and the Bering SL.Lait
region between 3,000 and 1,000 years ago when it split into the two mj-
or groups found at the present time" (Hirsch, 1954, p. 835).

7) The sug3gestion above of a possible southward movement of Eskimo-
like people and or elenents of their culture into southeastern Alaska,
and possibly further, need not in any way invalidate Kroeber' s staterment
that "the Northwest Coast culture was originally a river or river-nouth
culture, later a beach culture, and only finally and in part a seagoing
one" (Kroeber, 1939, p. 28). It is probable, however, that cultural
contacts fron the northern Northwest Coast to Puget Sound were possible
in ancient tines as well as during recent tines.

It has been the aim of this paper to show the tine at which it was
possible, following the last major glacial advance, for hurmans to spread
out and occupy the Pacific Coast region of Alaska. Pron these present
investigations suggestions can be made concerning tho movenent of these
humans into the region, and the probable coaloscence of peoples and
traits entering the rogion from both the north and the south. The sound-
ness of the speculations concerning the aboriginal occupation of the Pa-
cific Coast region of Alaska as presented in this paper can scarcely be
demonstrated conclusively until much more investigation of an archaeolog-
ical and glacial goological nature is undertaken in this region in the
future. The tenpo of scientific investigation of this sort is steadily
increasing in the Territory of Alaska, so it is almost certain that the
problems with which this paper has been concerned will be greatly clari-
fied in a relatively short tine.
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